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PART I. OPTIMIZING FINITE-STATE TRANSDUCERS 
1. Introduction 
An optimizing finite-state transducer (OFT) is a nondeterministic finite-state 
transducer with final states, in which states are either maximizing or minimizing. In a 
maximizing (minimizing) state, the optimal output is the maximum (minimum)—over 
all transitions on the current input symbol—of the transition output concatenated with 
the optimal output of the resulting state. The input is consumed from left to right, 
one symbol per transition. 
The optimizing finite-state transducer represents a marriage of existing finite-state 
automata generalizations. The notion of finite-state automata as transducers first ap­
peared in Ginsburg [5], where they are called Generalized Sequential Machines (GSMs). 
Chandra, Kozen, and Stockmeyer [l] introduced alternation in finite-state automata as 
acceptors, wherein states are either existential or universal. In an existential (univer­
sal) state, an alternating finite automaton accepts if some (every) transition results in 
a state in which the remaining input is accepted. 
We combine the notions of transduction and alternation to obtain the OFT ; how­
ever, the idea is not entirely new. The OFT model is a finite-state version of the metric 
Turing machine of Krentel [14], which adds optimization to the states of a polynomi-
ally time-bounded nondeterministic Turing transducer. The optimal output function 
that we define was motivated by his OptP functions. There is also an obvious analogy 
between OFTs and alternating finite automata. The maximizing (minimizing) states 
in OFTs correspond to existential (universal) states in the alternating finite automata. 
An OFT which computes the characteristic function of the language accepted by an 
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alternating finite automaton can be constructed in a straightforward way, exploiting 
the fact that "max (min)" and "or (and)" agree over the domain {0,1}. 
The introduction of transduction or alternation in finite-state automata fails to add 
any additional power in the following sense: Ginsbufg and Greibach [6] showed that 
the regular languages are closed under both deterministic and nondeterministic GSM 
mappings, in other words, the ranges of GSM mappings are regular; and Chandra, 
Kozen, and Stockmeyer [1] showed that alternating finite automata accept exactly 
the regular languages. These results suggest the following question about optimizing 
finite-state transducers—is the range of an OFT necessarily regular, and if not, what 
is an upper bound on its complexity? We answer this by showing that the range is 
not necessarily regular or context-free, but can be recognized by a nondeterministic 
logspace Turing machine. 
As Chandra, Kozen, and Stockmeyer did for alternating Turing machines, we 
consider OFTs whose computations have a bounded number of alternations between 
maximizing and minimizing states, and show that their ranges form a hierarchy in NL 
based on the number of alternations. 
In §2, we give notational conventions and formally define the OFT. In §3, we 
algebraically characterize the optimal output function, providing a polynomially time-
bounded algorithm for its computation. In §4, we show that the class of ranges of 
OFTs, which we denote range(OFT), is in NL and contains noncontext-free languages. 
In §5, we present operations under which range(OFT) is closed: union, concatenation, 
Kleene closure, and monotonie homomorphism. In §6, we present a hierarchy in NL 
based on the ranges of OFTs whose computations have a bounded number of alterna­
tions between maximizing and minimizing states. In §7, we consider the complexity of 
decision problems involving OFTs. Among these are problems which are NL-complete, 
NP-complete, PSPACE-complete, and RE-complete. In particular, the inequivalence 
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problem—whether or not two OFTs compute different optimal output functions, and 
the range inequivalence problem are shown to be RE-complete. The latter leads to a 
proof that range(OFT) is not effectively closed under complement, hence differs from 
NL, which has recently been shown to be effectively closed under complement by Im-
merman [11]. Finally, in §8, we summarize and present open questions about optimizing 
finite-state transducers. 
2. Preliminary Definitions 
In this section, we present notational conventions and the model of computation, 
the optimizing finite-state transducer. A string z is a finite sequence of symbols from an 
ordered, finite alphabet. The length of z, denoted |a;|, is the number of symbols compos­
ing X. The empty string, denoted e, is the string having length 0. The concaténation of 
two strings x and y is the string consisting of the symbols of x followed by the symbols of 
y, denoted xy. The set of strings over an alphabet is ordered lexicographically—shorter 
strings precede longer ones, and strings of equal length are ordered alphabetically. We 
write X < y io denote that x is lexicographically less than or equal to y. A language L 
is a set of strings over an alphabet, and ||i|| denotes the cardinality of L. The empty 
set is denoted by (p; the set of natural numbers {0,1,2,...} is denoted by A': and the 
set of positive integers {1,2,3,...} is denoted by Z'^. The following operations on 
languages are defined: 
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iteration 
intersection 
concatenation 
union il U X2 = { X I X e il V a; e 1^2 } 
il n ig = { z I X e il A a: £ i2 } 
i l i z  =  { x y  \  X  Ç :  L \  A  y  Ç :  L 2 }  
i° = {e}, i '+i = LL' 
Kleene closure L* = U>o L' 
difference il — i2 = { X I X 6 il A a- ^ i2 } 
i /y  =  {  X I xy  €  i  }  quotient 
symmetric difference ii A i2 = (ii — i2) U (i2 — ii) 
mmimum 
maximum max i = {x|xGiAVyGi, y<x} 
m i n i  =  { x | x 6 i A V j / G i ,  a ; < y }  
length i |  = { |x| I X 6 i  } 
Note that ||maxi|| < 1, || mini[| < 1, max i is empty whenever i is empty or infinite, 
and mini is empty whenever i is empty. Since singleton languages arise frequently 
in this work (e.g., as the optimal output of optimizing finite-state transducers), we 
suppress braces and write x for {x} when no ambiguity results. 
An optimizing finite-state transducer (OFT) is a 7-tuple 
where Ç is a finite set of states; Qmax Ç Ç is a set of maximizing states (Qmin = 
Q ~ Qmax is the set of minimizing states); S is an ordered, finite input alphabet; A is 
an ordered, finite output alphabet; 6 is a transition function from QxS to finite subsets 
of QxA*; 9i 6 Ç is the initial state; and JF" Ç Q is a set of final states. 
A; X G S*; and w , y  Ç  A*. We write 6 { q , a , p )  for {w | { p , w )  G ^(ç,cr)}, the set 
A /  —  (  Ç ,  Q m a x  5  S ,  A ,  6 ,  Ç i ,  i ^ ) .  
Hereafter, the following notational conventions are used: p,q Q; cr Ç: H; a, b,c 
of outputs of transitions from g to p on input cr. The (ab)use of 6 as different func­
tions of two and three arguments is a notational convenience. In some OFT construc­
tions, we give 6(q,cr,p), and observe here that S{q,a-) can be derived by S{q,a) = 
The optimal output function 6 from ÇxS* to finite subsets of 
A* is defined recursively by 
«•••I-If 
{max( U é(q,cr,p)^(p,a:)V if g € Qmax! ~ \ min( U S(q,t7,p)S(p,x)), if q € Qmin-
>e<? ^ 
The optimal output function M from S* to finite subsets of A* is defined by M[x) = 
6{qi, x). We extend M to languages i Ç S* by defining M{L) = IJœei M{^)- A simple 
induction on \x\ shows that ||6(g,z)|| < 1. We also assume ||^(g,cr,p)|| < 1, since we 
c a n  t a k e ,  w i t h o u t  l o s s  o f  g e n e r a l i t y ,  m a x  ( m i n )  ê { q , a , p )  i n s t e a d  o f  S { q , ( T , p )  w h e n  q  
is maximizing (minimizing). The functions M and their ranges A/(S*) are our main 
objects of study. We refer to the class of ranges M(S*), where M is an OFT with 
input alphabet S, as range(OFT). 
An OFT can be graphically represented by a transition diagram in which maxi­
mizing states are drawn as triangles pointing upward, minimizing states are drawn as 
triangles pointing downward, the initial state is indicated by an incomirlg arrow without 
origin, the final states are drawn as double triangles, and the transition 6{q,cr,p) = w 
is denoted by an arrow from state q to state p labeled with cr/w. Occasionally, we 
represent states as circles to indicate that they could be maximizing or minimizing, 
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0/6 
O/o 0/6 
O/c 
Figure 2.1. A transition diagram 
depending on a choice in the enclosing proof. For example, consider the transition 
diagram in Figure 2.1. 
This transition diagram represents the OFT M = (Q, Qniaxj S, A,^, çi,F), where 
Q = { 9 1 , 9 2 } ,  Q r n a x  =  { 9 1 } ,  S  =  { 0 } ,  A = { a , 6 ,c} ( a  <  6  < c), ^ ( 9 i , 0 )  = { ( g i , 6 ) ,  
(92,6)}, ^(92,0) = {(91 ,a),  (92 ,c)}, 91 is the initial  state,  and F = {91 ,92} .  
A computation of an OFT M = {Q, Q m a x ,  S, A , 8 , q i , F )  on input x = crj ... (t„ € 
S* is a sequence 
where (1) po is the initial state gj; (2) Wi 6 for 1 < i < k; and (3) 
k  =  n  \ /  ( k  <  n  A  fyt+i) = (/>). A computation is accepting if k = n A pf^ E F. 
The number of alternations of a computation is the number of alternating sequences 
of maximizing and minimizing states in the computation. For example, a computation 
consisting of only maximizing or minimizing states has 1 alternation. An OFT is a 
maXj-(minj-)OFT if its initial state is maximizing (minimizing), and every computation 
has at most j alternations. The OFT of Figure 2.1 is not a maxy-OFT for any j > 1, 
since it has computations having arbitrarily many alternations. The computations of 
P0,wi,pi,w2,p2, -
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an OFT on a particular input are perhaps best illustrated as branches of a computation 
tree having the initial state as root. For example, the computation tree of the OFT in 
Figure 2.1 on input z = 00 is given in Figure 2.2. 
fW ( 00 ) = 6(92,00) = bb 
0 ( 9 1 , 0 )  =  b  S { q 2 , 0 )  =  a  
^(91, = ( ^(92, = e 
Figure 2.2. A computation tree 
^ ( 9 2 , =  e  
The optimal output M { x )  can be determined by evaluating the tree "from the 
leaves up." Leaves which are final states have optimal output e, and those which are 
nonfinal have optimal output (f>. Interior states are evaluated by taking the maximum or 
minimum—over all outgoing transitions—of the transition output concatenated with 
the optimal output of the resulting state. The optimal output of every state in the 
computation tree has been labeled in Figure 2.2. 
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3. An Algebraic Characterization 
The method of computing M { x )  by evaluating the computation tree can require 
time exponential in |z|, so we present an algebraic characterization which provides a 
p o l y n o m i a l l y  t i m e - b o u n d e d  a l g o r i t h m  f o r  c o m p u t i n g  M { x ) .  
Let A ,  B  be m x n ,  n x p  matrices whose entries A i j ,  B j k  are finite languages. The 
signature of vl is a function, sign: {1,... ,m} —{max, min}, which assigns max or min 
t o  e a c h  r o w  o f  A .  T h e  o p t i m i z i n g  p r o d u c t  o f  A  a n d  B ,  d e n o t e d  ^  *  B ,  i s  t h e  m x p  
matrix defined by 
A * B = 
( Lii Li2 
L21 L22 
L i p  \  
L2p 
where 1^, = sign(i)( U AijBjk). 
J —^ 
•'mp 
A * B inherits the signature of A. First, we show that optimizing product is not an 
associative operation. Assume the usual ordering a < 6 < c on the underlying alphabet, 
and let A, B he the following 2x2, 2x1 matrices having the indicated row signatures: 
imn \a c J mm \e / 
Consider [ A  *  A )  *  B  and A  *  ( A  *  B ) :  
(at  •  (0  " (!&)'  
hh 
ab 
Optimizing product is not associative, since { A  *  A )  *  B  ^  ^  *  (^4 *  B ) .  We note 
here without proof that if the signatures involved are exclusively max or min, then 
the optimizing product is associative. In general, the signatures of operand matrices 
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need not be the same, but in our applications, matrices will have the same signature 
determined by the minimizing and maximizing states of an OFT. Hereafter, we stipulate 
t h a t  o p t i m i z i n g  p r o d u c t  a s s o c i a t e s  t o  t h e  r i g h t .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  A * A * B  =  A * { A *  B ) .  
Next, we show how optimizing product can be used to compute M [ x ) .  Let 
M = (Q,Qniax5S,A,6,çi,F) be an OFT with state set Q = {çi,---,?»}, and let 
s = (Tn ... (Ti 6 S*. For each <7 G S, let e, A"^^ f be the 1X5, 5Xs, axl matrices defined 
by 
e = ( ej €2 ... Ca ), where e 
A'' = 
(  A j j  A 2 2  
^21 ^22 
where Afj = è{qi,(r,qj), 
V ^sl ^32 * • • ^SS / 
where = 6{qi,e). 
The signatures of A*^ and f are defined by 
max, if qi G Qmax; 
min, if qi € Qmïni 
and the signature of e, signg-, is irrelevant and can be either max or min. 
Theorem 3.1. (A'^'^ * A'^n-i * ... * * f)^ = 6(qi,an<Tn-\ 
Proof (by induction on n). If n = 0, then (/)j = fi = 6{qi , e ) ,  by definition. If n > 0, 
then 
'^n — l * . . . * A ' ^ f h )  
J - i  
— 1 .. . Ti ). B 
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Corollary 3.2. e * A'^'^ * • • • * * / = M(cr„ 
Proof. 
e * • • • • * * f = sigiig-(J ej{A'^^ * • • • * A"^^ * f)A 
S=i 
= sign^(ei(A'^" * . • • * A'^^ * /)i) 
= signg(^(9i,<r„ . ..crj)) 
= S ( ç i ,  ( X n  . .. (Tj ) 
=  M{crn .  .  .  f j ) .  I  
The algebraic characterization of Corollary 3.2 gives us an algorithm for computing 
M{x) which processes the symbols of x from right to left, producing an 5-entry column 
vector after each of n optimal products. Since \6{qi,crn ... <ti )| is 0{n) and each optimal 
product can be computed in time 0{n), the algorithm requires space 0{n) in which to 
s t o r e  t h e  v e c t o r  a n d  r e q u i r e s  t i m e  O ( n ^ ) .  
4. The Class of Ranges 
In this section, we apply the method of computing S { q , x )  given by Theorem 3.1 
to show that the range M(E*) of an OFT M is in NL, hence, range(OFT) Ç NL. We 
will see in a subsequent section that this inclusion is proper. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of language and 
decidability theory, the Turing machine model, and the time- and space-bounded com­
plexity classes DTIME(5(n)), NTIME(5(n)), DSPACE(5(7i)), and NSPACE(5(n)). 
We will be concerned mainly with the following complexity classes: 
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L = DSPACE(logn), 
NL = NSPACE(logn), 
P = U DTIME(n»), 
'•>1 
NP = U NTIME(n^), 
i>i 
CSL = NSPACE(n), 
PSPACE = U DSPACE(n»)= \J NSPACE(n»). 
i>l *>l 
For formal definitions of these notions, refer to [8], Recall that L Ç NL Ç P C NP Ç 
PSPACE and NL Ç CSL Ç PSPACE. 
How can we decide if y € M(S*)? That is, how can we decide if there exists an 
a: £ S* such that M{x) = y? A first approach using Theorem 3.1 is to guess symbols 
<ri,... ,(7tx of X from right to left, computing after each guess a column vector v whose 
f i r s t  e n t r y  i s  I ' l  =  6 { q ^ ,  c r „  . , ,  )  =  M { x ) :  
input y ,  
V := /; 
while true do 
begin 
if t'j = y  then accept; 
guess cr G S; 
V ;= * V 
end 
Some computations of this non deterministic algorithm may not halt and will require an 
unbounded amount of space in which to store the entries of v. In the following develop­
ment, we show how to impose a space bound on the computations of this algorithm by 
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replacing the entries of v by representations with respect to the input y which require 
s p a c e  0 ( l o g  \ y \ ) .  
Let w, y = a|y| •.. aj be strings over some alphabet. The representation of w with 
respect to y, repy(w), has the form Ir, where I e Af and r G {gt,eq,lt}, and is defined 
by 
f (|y| + l)gt, if |w| > |y|; 
J kigt, if k| < I2/I A (w > 0|^| ...01); 
repy(wj - < |u,|eq^ if |w| < |y| A (u) = a|^| ... ai ); 
[ |w|lt, if \w\ < |y| A (w < 0|^| .. .ai). 
In most cases, a representation rep^(w) = Ir contains the length Z of w and the relation 
r between w and a suffix of y of length |w[. Such a representation can be stored in 
binary using space O(log|yl). In practice, we may have only a representation Ir of 
a string w', and we would like to obtain a representation of ww', so we extend the 
definition as follows: 
[  ( | y l  +  l ) g t ,  i f  | w |  +  Z  >  \ y \ ;  
l ( k l  +  O g t ,  i f  | w |  +  Z  <  j i / l  A  ( w  >  
repj,(îo, 7") - < if |w| + Z < \y\ A (w = ---Ol+f); 
[ (|w| + Z)lt, if |w| + Z < \y\ A (w < 
Note that rep^(6) = Oeq and rep^(w) = repy(w, Oeq). We extend rep^ to representations 
of languages L by defining 
r e p j , ( i )  z =  { r e p y ( w )  \  w  e  L } ,  
r e p y ( X ,  R )  =  {  T e p y { w ,  I r )  \  w  E  L  A  I r  e  R } .  
We fix an ordering of relations It < eq < gt and define an ordering of representa­
tions by Zjri < l2r2 iff Zj < Z2 V (Zj = I2 Arj < r2). Using this ordering, the operations 
max and min apply to sets of representations just as they do to languages. Since our 
idea is to replace strings by their representations with respect to a string y, we will 
need the following properties of representations. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let w, y = a|j,| . . .  a j  b e  s t r i n g s  o v e r  s o m e  a l p h a b e t .  
(1) w = y 4=> repy(w) = |y|eq. 
(2) wi <W2 => Tepy{wi) < Tepy{w2). 
(3) Tepy{wiw2) = repy(wi,repy(w2)). 
Proof. { 1 )  w  =  y  4=^ |w| = lyl A (lu = a|j,| ... aj) <=?• repy(w) = |yleq. 
(2) Let liTi = repy(wi), I2T2 = rep^(w2), and prove the contrapositive: 
repy(tyi) > repy(w2) 4=^ Im > I2T2 
l\ > ^2 V {h = /2 A ri > 7-2) 
==» jwil > |W2| V (|wi I = \w2 \ A Wi > W2) 
<=# W\ > W2-
(3) We consider two cases. If \wiw2\ > |yl ,  then 
repy(wiw2) = (|2/| + l)gt = rep^(wi,repy(w2)). 
If \wiW2\ < |j/|, then 
{ \ w 1 w 2 \gt, if W1W2 > «jwiwoj . ..Oi; 
l«'l^"2|eq, if W 1 W 2  =  ... ai; 
|«'lU)2|lt, if wiW2 < <^\wiw2\ • • • 
' |wiW2lgt, ifwi > «lu-iu-,! •••«1+1^2 
(^1 Wo I ' • • ^l + |w2 I ^ ^ 2 ^ ^\w2 I • • • )' 
|wiW2|eq, if (u'l = Ol^ju-ol •••'^1+1^21 ^ ^ 2 = Oj^ol 
|u'iu'2|lt, if < a|w^w2| -"«l + |w2l^ 
( w i  =  û j u . j u , , !  • • • « l  +  | i y 2 |  ^'^2 < 0|W2| •••ai) 
= repy(wi,repy(w2))- • 
Next, we modify the optimal product to operate on matrices whose entries are 
r e p resentations of finite languages instead of finite languages. Let ^ be an mxn matrix 
having signature sign whose entries .4,y are finite languages, B be an nxp matrix whose 
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entries are representations of finite languages, and y he a string. The optimizing 
product of A and B with respect to y, denoted A B, is the mxp matrix defined by 
/ ill Li2 . . .  Lip \  
A * y  B  =  L21 L22 
 
^ 2 p  
, where Lik = sign(i)[ (J Tepy{Aij,Bjk)). j=l 
\  iml Ljyi2 • • • Lffip J 
A * y  B  inherits the signature of A ,  and we stipulate that associates to the right. 
Next, we show how can be used to compute Tepy{M{x)). Let M be an OFT 
having state set Q = {gi,... ,gs}, and \ei x = <Tn ... cri G S*. Let A'^, f he defined as 
in section 3, and define to be the .sxl column vector 
fy = f! 
V f /  
, where/f = rep ( / i ) .  
Lemma 4.2. *y *y ... *y A'^'^ *y /^)j = Tepy{S{qi,<TnCrn-i • • - f i ) ) -
Proof (by induction on n). If n = 0, then (/^)i = /f = repj,(/t) = repj,(6(çj, t)), by 
definition. If n > 0, then 
(A'" ...*y >^y fy}i 
= sign{i)(^ (J Tepy(A^J^,(A''^-i •. • *3/P)j)^ 
= sign(i)^ U Tepy{6(qi,crn,qj),Tepy(ê{qj,(Tn^i .. .<ti)))) 
= sign( i ) (  U repj , (6(g i ,o-n ,gj )?(9; ,<T„_i  . . .<Ti) ) j  
= repj^(sign(i)( (J^^(gi,<7n,gj)?(qj,«r„_i ...<ri))) 
= repj,(6(Qi,cr„cr„_i .. .o-i)). I 
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Theorem 4.3. For a fixed OFT M with input alphabet S, £ NL. 
Proof. Consider the following modification of the algorithm given at the beginning of 
t h i s  s e c t i o n  w h i c h  d e c i d e s  w h e t h e r  o r  n o t  y  Ç  M ( E * ) :  
input y; 
^ := /f; 
while true do 
begin 
if v\ = |y|eq then accept; 
guess o- G S; 
^ := A" *y ^  
end 
The matrices A'' and P can be kept in finite control, and the space required by ^ is 
0(log|y|), since its entries are representations of strings with respect to j/; therefore, 
this algorithm can be implemented by a nondeterministic logspace-bounded Turing 
machine. To show correctness, let cj,..., be a sequence of guesses of the algorithm 
and X = <Tn •.. fi- By Lemma 4.2, the value of at the beginning of the while-loop 
after guessing x will be 
= {A"'' *y ...*y A''^ P)i 
= Tepy{S{qi,crn . .  
= repy(M(z)). 
By this observation and Lemma 4.1(1), we have 
= |y|eq repj,(M(a:)) = |y|eq 
M { x )  =  y ,  
so the algorithm accepts y  if and only if M { x )  =  y ,  for some a; 6 S*. I 
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Corollary 4.4. range(OFT) Ç NL. 
Nonoptimizing versions of the OFT have been studied in the literature, particularly 
the deterministic and nondeterministic Generalized Sequential Machine (GSM) [5]. In 
a deterministic GSM M, the output M{x) is the output of the unique computation 
of M on input x. In a nondeterministic GSM N, the output N{x) is the union of 
the outputs of all computations on input x. It has been shown [6] that the ranges of 
both deterministic and nondeterministic GSMs are regular. In other words, they map 
regular languages to regular languages. We show that range(OFT) includes the regular 
languages, but also includes some languages which are not context-free. We denote the 
classes of regular and context-free languages by REG and CFL. 
Theorem 4.5. REG Ç range(OFT). 
Proof. Let be a regular language accepted by DFA Mji = F). Since 
maximization and minimization have no effect in a deterministic OFT, we build an 
OFT M from Mji such that M(S*) = R by making every state of Mji maximizing or 
minimizing, and echoing the input as output. Let M = {Q, Qmax, S, S, 8, qi, F), where 
Çmax = Q(or (f>) and é is defined so that 
We prove, by induction on |z|, the following claim: 
For the empty string e, 
S { q , e )  =  I  e, i{ g e F; _ j e, if e) € F; 4>, ifq ^  F % <6, if 6]i{q, e) ^ F, I 
and for strings ax of length at least 1 
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= sign(ç)(<T^(6iî(g,<7),a;)) { { 
r cri, lî 8R{8R{q,cr),x) e F] 
l if ^ 
r (7®, if <5/ï(g,<ri) G F; 
[(Z», if ^7î(g,cri) ^ F. 
If we take ? = gi in (*), then 
M { x )  =  ? ( ç i , a : )  =  I  X, if 8 j i ( g 2 , x )  e  F ;  _  J  X ,  i f  x  e  E ;  4>, if 0 F " ( <6, if X 0 JÎ; I 
therefore, A/(S*) = i2. • 
Lemma 4.6. Let M  be an OFT with input alphabet S and i? Ç S* a regular 
language. M(R) 6 range(OFT). 
Proof. Suppose M = (Q, Qmax» S, A, 6, gi, F) and i? is accepted by DFA Mji = 
iQR,^,8}i,q]i,Fji). Using the product construction, build an OFT M' such that 
= Af(A). Let M' = (Q',Q;^^,S,A,6',g;,F'), where Q' = = 
ÇmaxxQiî, q'i = (91,5/?)5 F' = FxF R , and 8 '  is defined so that 
i f  i  =  8j i{ s , ( T ) ;  
é ,  i f  t  8 j i { s ,  a ) .  
We prove, by induction on \ x \ ,  the following claim: 
(*) 
For the empty string e, 
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e, i{ q E  F As E  F R ;  
=  {  (F), i i q  ^  F A s  E F R; 
4>, if s ^  F R 
=  /  ^ ( 9 , c ) ,  i f  s  E F R ;  
\(j>, if s  ^  F R 
= ^ FR ;  
\<L>, ^R{S,E) ^  F R ,  
and for strings ax of length at least 1, 
?((ç,5),o-®) = sign'((9,5))( U ^'((ç,5),<r,(p,<))?'((p,^),a:)) 
\p , t )ÇF'  
= sign(9)( U 8iq,a,p)S' { ( P , 8 R { S , ( 7 ) ) , X ) )  
sign(g)( U i f  S R { 6 R { s ,CR) , x ) e  F R; 
peQ ' 
(J), ^ R{^ R{ S, ( T) , X)^  F R 
S{q,<Tx}, if SRis^ax) e  F R ;  
if 8 R { s , c r x )  0 F R .  
( é l  
U, 
If we take { q , s )  =  { q i , q R )  in (*), then 
M ' ( x )  =  ? ( ( 9 i , o p ) , x )  =  ' ^ ^ R i 9 R , ^ ) ^ F R ;  ^ i M { x ) ,  i f  x  e  R ;  
therefore, M'(S*) = I 
Theorem 4.7. range(OFT) g CEL. 
Proof. Construct an OFT AI with input alphabet S whose range M(S*) is not context-
free. Let A1 = (Ç,Çmax5 9l5•^^)) where Q — {91)92)93)94}? Çmax — Qi ^ — 
A = {a, 6,c}(a <  b  <  c ) ,  F  =  Q ,  and 6  is defined as pictured in the transition diagram 
of Figure 4.1. 
We restrict the domain of M to the regular language R = a'^b'^c'^, using Lemma 
4.6, and show that M(R) is not context-free. Let x = a^VE R. By construction, 
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a j c c  
b/bb 
c / a a  
a / a a a  
b / c  
c/bby a/bb b/aaa 
a / b b  
b/aaa 
a / c c  
b/bb 
c / a a  
a/aaa 
b / c  
c / b b  
Figure 4.1. An OFT whose range is not context-free 
M { x )  =  
f a^'cJb^'', if (3* + j + 2k > 2i + 3j + k) A  ( S i  +  j  +  2 k  >  2 i  +  2 j  -f 2 k ) ;  
=  <  i f  { 2 i  +  3 j  +  A :  >  Z i  +  j  +  2 k )  A  ( 2 i  +  3 j  +  k  >  2 i  +  2 j  +  2 k ) ;  
[  i f  ( 2 %  +  2 j  +  2 k >  3 i  +  j  +  2 k )  A { 2 i  +  2 j  +  2 k  >  2 i  +  3 ;  +  k )  
i if (i -t- A: > 2 j )  A (i > j ) ;  
= < b^^a^^c^, if {i + k < 2j) A (j > k ) ;  
[  j f  <  j )  A  ( j  <  k ) .  
Define a horaomorphism {0,1,2} —^ A* by h { 0 )  =  c c ,  h { l )  =  b b ,  h ( 2 )  —  a a ,  and 
consider h~^{M{R) H c*b*a*): 
h - ' ^ i M i R )  n  c * b * a * )  =  h - ' ^ { { c ^ ' b ^ ^ a ^ ^  \  l < i < j < k } )  
=  \  l  < i  <  j  <  k } .  
Since the latter is a well-known noncontext-free language, and context-freedom is pre­
s e r v e d  u n d e r  i n v e r s e  h o m o m o r p h i s m  a n d  i n t e r s e c t i o n  w i t h  a  r e g u l a r  l a n g u a g e ,  M { R )  ^  
CFL. I 
Corollary 4.8. REG C range(OFT) (REG is properly contained in range(OFT)). 
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5. Closure Properties 
In this section, we show some closure properties of the class of OFT ranges. In 
particular, we show that range(OFT) is effectively closed under union, concatenation, 
Kleene closure, and monotonie homomorphism. We will see in a subsequent section 
that the ranges are not effectively closed under complement. 
Theorem 5.1. range(OFT) is effectively closed under union. 
Proof. Let M' = M" = A", 
be OFTs, and construct an OFT M having input alphabet S such that = 
U Let M = where Q = {91} U (?' U Q", 
Q m „ = U , } u  U  C ? ï , „  ( o r  U  ) ,  E  =  { # ' ,  # " }  u  S '  u  S " ,  A  =  A '  U  A " ,  
F = F' U F", and S is defined by 
A transition diagram for the OFT M is pictured in Figure 5.1. 
First, we observe how M operates on inputs where x 6 S'*. 
M(#'x) = ?(?!, #'a;) 
= sign(gi)( U 6(gi,#',p)?(p,x 
= sign(9i)(?(g'i,x)) 
=  6{ q \ , x )  =  8 ' { q [ , x )  =  M ' { X ) .  
Similarly, on inputs #"x, where x  G S"*, M(^"x) = M " { x ) .  If we restrict the 
domain of M to the regular language R = #'2'* U using Lemma 4.6, then 
^(9,0") = ^'(9, <7"), if 9 e (?' A tr € S'; 
f if 9 = 91 A 0-= #'; 
{(9i,()}, if 9 = 91 A 0-= #"; 
. (f>, otherwise. 
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i I 
Figure 5.1. Effective closure under union 
Theorem 5.2. range(OFT) is effectively closed under concatenation. 
Proof. Let M' = {Q',A',6',q\,F'), M" = (A " , f " )  
be OFTs, and construct an OFT M with input alphabet S such that M(S*) = 
Let M = (Q,Qm^^,E,A,8,g[,F"), where Q = Q'U Q", = 
Çtnax U Qmax) ^ = {#} U S' U S", A = A' U A", and S is defined by 
( 6'(g,cr), if g G Q' A (T e E'; 
j  i f  9  6  Q "  A  ( T E S " ;  
^  i f g E f ' A < T  =  # ;  
I 4>, otherwise. 
A transition diagram for the OFT M is pictured in Figure 5.2. 
Let Ç g Q', x' G S'*, x" E S"*, and prove, by induction on |a:'|, the following 
claim: 
(*) 
For the empty string e, 
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Figure 5.2. Effective closure under concatenation 
é(9,€#a:") = sign(9)( (J 8[q,4,p)8{p,x")) 
^ ( sign{q)(6{q'{,x")), if g 6 F'; 
I  i f ?  0  J F '  
=  i f g e f ' ;  
W, if 9 0 F' 
= ?(g ,  
and for strings crx' of length at least 1, 
6 { q , c r x ' i ^ x " )  =  s i g n ( q ) (  ( J  8 { q , a , p ) 6 { p , x ' i ^ x " ) )  
peg 
= sign'(g)( U 8 ' { q . a , p ) V { p , x ' ) 6 " { q ' { , x " ) )  
peg' 
= sign'(9)( U S ' ( q , ( T , p ] 8 ' { p , x ' ) ) ê " { q i l , x " )  
peg' 
= 6'(g,,Tz')?(g;',z"). 
If we take ç = Çj in (*), then 
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M {X' H ' )  = = 8 ' { q [ , x ' ) 8 " { q ' l x " )  =  M ' { x ' ) M " { x " ) .  
If we restrict the domain of M  to the regular language R  = 2'* #3"*, using Lemma 
4.6, then M(S*) = I 
Theorem 5.3. range(OFT) is effectively closed under Kleene closure. 
P r o o f .  Let M '  =  { Q ' ,  A ' , 6 ' , q [ ,  F ' )  be an OFT, and construct an OFT M  
with input alphabet S such that M(S*) = (M'(S'*))*. Let M = (Q, Çmax; S, A', 6, 
q\,F), where Q = {gi} U Q', Qmax = {çi}  U (or Qmax)^ ^ = {#} U S' ,  F = 
{gi}  U F', and 6 is defined by 
{(9i>e)}, if g = gi A (T = # 
{(9i ,c)} ,  if g 6 F' A (T = # 
6'(g,(T), if g e Q' A cr €  S'  
d>, otherwise. 
A transition diagram for the OFT M is pictured in Figure 5.3. 
M '  #/'( 
Figure 5.3. Effective Kleene closure 
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First, observe that e G M(S*), since M(e) = e. Now, we show how a string in 
(M'(S'*))" is output by M, for n > 1. Let q 6 Ç', 6 S'*, and prove, by 
induction on n, the following claim: 
If n = 1, then 6(g,zi) = 6'(g,:C]), since ^ does not occur in the input. If n > 1, we 
establish the claim by a second induction on |. For the empty string e, 
= sign(9)(' (J 8{q,4,p)8{p,X2# ...#Xn)) 
_ f sign(9)(^(9i,X2#---#a:n)), if 9 E F'; 
_ f ?(9j,X2#---#«n), ifçeF'; 
W ,  i f g ^ f  
=  [ q i ^ ) ^ { q \ i X 2 #  •  •  •  # X n )  
and for strings ax\ of length at least 1, 
6(9,crxi#a:2# .. .#Xn) = sign(ç)( [J é(g,fT,p)?(p,a;i#a;2# ... #Xn)) 
>€«? ^ 
= sign'(g)( U 6'{g,0-,p)?'(p,xi)?'(gi,x2)---6'(gi,xn)) 
= sign'(ç)( (J è'{q,a,p)8'[p,xi]\è'{q\,x2)---è'{q\,xn] 
=  1 ' { q , C T X i ) 8 ' { q \ , X 2 )  •  •  - S ' [ q \ , X n ) .  
If we take g  =  q [  in (*), then 
M ( # z i # Z 2 #  •  •  •  # ® n )  =  ? ( ç l , # a : i # X 2 #  . . .  # X n )  
= sign(gi)( U <5(9i,#,p)?(p,a;i#®2#---#®n)) 
pep / 
= s i g n i q i } ( 6 i q [ ,  x i r ^ x 2 #  . . .  # X n ) )  
— ^iqi J x i ^ x 2 i ^ . . .  i ^ X f i )  
= M ' { x i  ) M ' { X 2 )  •  •  •  M ' { x n ) .  
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If we restrict the domain of M  to the regular language R  = using Lemma 4.6, 
Let A' and A be finite, ordered alphabets. A homomorphism is a function h\ A'* —y 
A* which satisfies h{xy) = h{x)h{y) for every x,y G A'*. A homomorphism is mono-
tonic if, in addition, x < y =#- h{x) < h{y). Are the homomorphic images of OFT 
ranges also OFT ranges? It seems that this is not the case since arbitrary homo-
morphisms can map different symbols to strings of different lengths, regardless of the 
ordering of the original symbols. We show that if the homomorphism is monotonie, 
then the class of OFT ranges is closed under such an operation. 
Theorem 5.4. range(OFT) is effectively closed under monotonie homomorphism. 
Proof. Let M '  = ( Q ' , Q [ j i g j ^ , ' E ' , A ' , S ' , q ' ^ , F ' )  be an OFT, h :  A ' *  —> A* a monotonie 
homomorphism, and construct an OFT M such that M(S'*) — h[M'{'S'*)). Let 
M  —  A , 6 , w h e r e  6  i s  d e f i n e d  s o  t h a t  S { q , < T , p )  =  h { 6 ' { q , ( T . p ) ) .  
We prove, by induction on |a:|, the following claim: 
then Af(S*) = I 
6 { q , x )  =  h ( 6 ' { q , x ) ) .  
For the empty string e. 
^(9,^) = I { 
and for strings <TX of length at least 1, 
= sign'(9)( (J h { S ' ( q , c r , p ) ) h { I ' { p , x ) ) )  
^•nani ' peQ' 
=  s i g n ' { q ) (  U  h { 6 ' { q , ( T , p ) 6 ' { p , x  
peQ' 
peQ' 
=  h ( é ' { q , ( T x ) ) .  
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If we take q = q'^'m (*), then 
M { x )  =  8 i q [ , x )  =  h ( 6 ' { q [ , x ) )  =  h { M ' { x ) ) ,  
and I 
The applicability of closure under monotonie homomorphism is limited by the fol­
lowing characterization: A monotonie homomorphism h is a. homomorphism for which 
a < h implies not only h{a) < h{b), but also |/i(a)| = for any symbols a and 
b .  In other words, a monotonie homomorphism is simply a renaming of symbols by 
strings of equal length which preserves order. For example, no erasing homomorphism 
is monotonie unless it erases every symbol. 
6. A Hierarchy in NL 
In this section, we consider alternation-bounded OFTs, define a hierarchy in NL 
based on ranges of maxj- and minj-OFTs, and present canonical languages for each 
level in the hierarchy. 
We have shown that the range of an arbitrary OFT is in NL; therefore, the classes 
of ranges of rnaxj- and min^-OFTs are trivially included in NL, for j > 1. These classes 
also form a hierarchy, since a maXj-(minj-)OFT is trivially a maXj_|_i-(min^+i-)OFT. 
We consider first a closure property which has not been discussed—intersection with 
regular languages. Given an OFT M with input alphabet S and a regular language 
R, is M(S*) n R E range(OFT)? We conjecture that n i? is not necessarily in 
range(OFT); however, it is in NL, since M(S*) € NL. We enrich the hierarchy within 
NL by closing the alternation-bounded range classes under intersection with regular 
languages, giving the following classes, for jf > 1: 
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maxPPT = { M(S* )  0  R  \  M  i s  a  max^-OFT A  R e  REG }, 
minPFT ^ I M(S*) n i? I M is a miny-OFT A R G  REG }, 
OFTH = U Jiax^^^(= IJ min^^^). 
;>1 J>1 
Theorem 6.1. 
(1) REG C max^^^ A REG C . 
(2) max®^^ U Ç max^^ n , for j > 1. 
(3) OFTH Ç NL. 
Proof. (1) Let /? be a regular language and construct an OFT A/, as in Theorem 4.5, 
such that iV/(S*) = R. M can be either a maxj- or mini-OFT (depending on whether 
Qmax is chosen to be Q or ^ in that construction), so i? G max^^^ (1 nnin^^^. The 
construction of Theorem 4.7 gives us a nonregular (in fact, noncontext-free) language 
in max^^^, and a noncontext-free language in min^^^ can be similarly obtained. 
(2) It is trivial that max®^^ Ç max^j^ and min^^^ Ç min^j^, so we prove max®^^ 
Ç minj^^ and Ç max^^, by simulation. Let M' = (Ç', 
9j,F') be a maxy-OFT and construct a min^+i-OFT M  with input alphabet S such 
that M(S*) = Let M = A',6,qi,F'), where Q = {91} U Ç', 
S = {#}  U S', and S  is defined by 
f {(9pe)}> if 9 = 91 A <7 = #; 
^(9,(7") = < if 9 e Ç' A <7 € S'; 
( (p, otherwise. 
A transition diagram for the OFT M is pictured in Figure 6.1. 
M is a min^+i-OFT, since M '  is a max^-OFT. Let x  € S'* and consider M { ^ x ) :  
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Figure 6.1. A miny+i-OFT having the range of a maxy-OFT 
M { # x )  =  
= sign(gi)( U 6(gi,#,p)?(p,x)) 
peç 
= sign(gi)(6(çî,z)) 
=  =  S ' { q [ , x )  =  M ' i x ) .  
If we restrict the domain of M  to the regular language R  = using Lemma 4.6, 
then M(S'*) = min®^^ Ç max^^ is proved similarly. 
(3) Let L  6 OFTH. L  =  M(S*) n R ,  for some maxj- or miny-OFT M  and regular 
language R; M{T,*) G NL, by Theorem 4.3; and NL is closed under intersection with 
regular languages. I 
The inclusions of Theorem 6.1 are illustrated in Figure 6.2. 
After a couple of technical lemmas, we present canonical languages in max^^^ 
and min^^^. For j > 1, we define maxmin^, minmajc^ : > A/" by 
maxminj(Zo,...,Z; ) = max(Zg,min(Zj,max... (Zj_i,Zj)...)), 
minmaxj(Zo, .  , l j )  = min(Zo,max(Zi,min ... (Z^_i,Zj)...)). 
Note that maxmini(Zo,Zi) = max(Zo,Zi) and minmaxi(Zo,Zi) = min(Zo,Zi). 
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NL 
OFTH 
OFT mm 
mm max.-
OFT mm - O F T  
inOFT 
OFT 
:3 
proper 
REG 
Figure 6.2. A hierarchy in NL 
Lemma 6.2. For j > 1 , there is a maxy-(miny-)OFT M such that 
P r o o f .  We construct a maxj-OFT M ,  and a minj-OFT satisfying the claim is ob­
tained by interchanging the maximizing and minimizing states of M. Rather than 
f o r m a l l y  d e f i n i n g  M ,  w e  g i v e  i n  F i g u r e  6 . 3  a  c o m p u t a t i o n  t r e e  o f  M  o n  i n p u t  x  =  
, and leave the details of construction to the reader. Some states are 
not explicitly shown, but states where nondeterminism occurs are shown, and the rest 
are implicitly configured to avoid additional alternations. The state shown as a circle 
may be maximizing or minimizing, depending on whether j is odd or even. 
We observe that M ( x )  = ^i+l+S'i+maxminj(/o,. -,/j) evaluating the computation 
tree from the bottom up. Every computation outputs an "a" for each of j + 1 #'s, at 
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input X 
—I 
# 
-t-
O'o 
# 
-h-
oO-i 
#  a  a  a  a  
H 1 1 1 
_i i i i L_ 
Figure 6.3. Computation tree of the maxy-OFT in Lemma 6.2 
least one "a" for each of Eli O's, and an additional "a" for some maxminy (Zg,..., Zy ) 
O's by optimization. I 
Lemma 6.3. For j > 1, there is a miny-(maxy-)OFT M such that 
. . , # 0 ' j )  =  a>+l+S'i-maxminj(minmaxj)(/o, 
P r o o f .  We construct a minj-OFT M, and a maXj-OFT satisfying the claim is ob­
tained by interchanging the maximizing and minimizing states of M. Rather than 
(aiyo 
a  "a 
A/(x) = 
, a  
a'l (oa)'i 
a  a  
a/j-i a'j-i i o a ) ' j  
a  " a  
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input X  M ( x )  =  a i + l  +  - ' i - m a x m i n j ( / o , • • • , / > )  
Figure 6.4. Computation tree of the min^-OFT in Lemma 6.3 
formally defining M, we give in Figure 6.4 a computation tree of M  on input x  =  
#0'o#0'i ... #0'J: 
We observe that M { x )  = Q;+l+Il/i-maxminj(/o,.••.';) evaluating the computation 
tree from the bottom up. Every computation outputs an "a" for each of j + 1 #'s, and 
an "a" for each of S/j O's, except some maxminj(Zo,... ,lj) O's for which e is output by 
optimization. I 
Theorem 6.4. For j > 1, 
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L i  =  {  . . .  #0^;' I k  > maxmin^ (/o,..., /_, ) } E fl min®^^, 
L 2  =  {  0^#0^o . . .  #0^; I  k  —  maxminj(io,... ,Zj)} E max^^ (1 min^^ . 
P r o o f .  Let xi = 0^, X2 = #o'o ... #o'j . 
{ L i  6 max^^^) We construct a maxy-OFT M  with input alphabet S = {0, #} and 
output alphabet A = {o,0, #}(a < 0 < #) such that n {0, #}* = Li. Let 
M '  be the max^-OFT of Lemma 6.2, satisfying M '{X 2 )  = -
Construct M  from M '  so that its computation tree on input X\X2 is given by Figure 
6.5. 
input 
M '  
Figure 6.5. Computation tree of a max^-OFT witnessing L \  t max^^^ 
If the states which are not explicitly shown are configured to avoid additional 
alternations, then M is a maxy-OFT, since M' is a max^-OFT. By construction, 
M ( x i x 2 )  =  m a . x { x i x 2 ,  M '  { x 2 ) }  
^ r ^ a - 2 ,  i f  \ x i X 2 \  >  \ M ' ( X 2 ) \ :  
i M '{X 2 ) ,  otherwise 
_ f 3=13^2, if k+J + 1 + 111^ > j + l + Tili + maximnj{lo,... ,lj); 
\ a string of a's, otherwise 
_  j  x i x 2 ,  i f  k  >  maxmin^{I q, ... jlj); 
\ a string of a's, otherwise. 
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If we restrict the domain of M  to the regular language R  =  then M(S*)n 
{0,#}* = L i .  
{ L i  E  min®^^) We construct a min^-OFT M  with input alphabet S = {0,#} and 
output alphabet A = {0,#,6}(0 < # < 6) such that n {0, #}* = Lj. Let 
M '  be the min_^-OFT of Lemma 6.3, satisfying M ' { x 2 )  = 
Construct M  from M '  so that its computation tree on input x i x 2  is given by Figure 
6.6. 
input 
{ b b )  
OFT Figure 6.6. Computation tree of a min_,-OFT witnessing Zj E min^ L  m 1 
If the states which are not exphcitly shown are configured to avoid additional 
alternations, then M is a min^-OFT, since M' is a min^-OFT. By construction, 
M { X I X 2 )  —  m i n { x i X 2 , b ^ ^ M ' { x 2 ) }  
_ f if \xiX2\ < 
\ b^^M'(x2), otherwise 
_ f if j +1+ S/,-< 2A'+j-hl + S/t —maxmin_j(/o, • • • ); 
[ a string of b s, otherwise 
_  (  x i x 2 ,  i {  k  >  m a x r m n j ( l o , . . .  , l j ) ;  
\ a string of b's, otherwise. 
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If we restrict the domain of M  to the regular language R  = , then M(S*)n 
{0, #}* = Li. 
{ L 2  € max^j"^) We construct a maXj+i-OFT M  with input alphabet S = {0,#} and 
output alphabet A = {a,0, #}(a < 0 < #) such that M(i;*)n{0, #}* = L2. Let M' be 
the maxj-OFT of Lemma 6.2, satisfying M'{x2) = and Jet 
M "  be the miny-OFT of Lemma 6.3, satisfying M " { x 2 )  = 0.7+1+^^1 
Construct M from M' and M" so that its computation tree on input X\X2 is given by 
Figure 6.7. 
input 
(aa) 
Figure 6.7. Computation tree of a max^+i-OFT witnessing L2 € 
If the states which are not explicitly shown are configured to avoid additional 
alternations, then M is a maxj+i-OFT, since M" is a minj-OFT. By construction. 
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M { x i x 2 )  = m s i x . { x i X 2 , M '  ( x 2 ) ^ a ^ ^  M "  { x 2 ) }  
{  ^ } ZlZ2, if (kia:2| > |M'(x2)|) A (|ziz2l > |a^^M"(z2)|); a string of a's, otherwise 
XI®25 if (fc+j + l + S/i > j + l + Ilii + maxminy(/o,...,/j))A 
{ k + j  +  l + p i i  >  2 A : + j T | - l  +  S / i - m a x m i n j ( / o ,  •  •  • , Z j ) ) ;  
a string of a's, otherwise 4 x i X 2 ,  i {  k  >  maxminj(Zo,. . .  , l j )  / \  k  <  maxminj(/o, •  •  • ,  I j ) ;  a string of a's, otherwise 
x i x 2 ,  a  k  =  m a x r m n j { l Q , . . .  , l j ) ;  
a string of a's, otherwise. 
If we restrict the domain of M  to the regular language R  = then M(S*)n 
{0,#}" = ^2-
{L2 G min9^) We construct a minj_|_i-OFT M with input alphabet S = {0, #} and 
output alphabet A = {0, #,6}(0 < # < 6) such that M(S*)n{0,#}* = L2. Let M' be 
the maxj-OFT of Lemma 6.2, satisfying M'{x2) = and let 
M" be the niin_^-OFT of Lemma 6.3, satisfying M"{x2) = 
Construct M  from A I '  and M "  so that its computation tree on input x i x 2  is given by 
Figure 6.8. 
OFT Figure 6.8. Computation tree of a min^+i-OFT witnessing £2 G min^j 
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If the states which are not explicitly shown are configured to avoid additional 
alternations, then M is a miny+i-OFT, since M' is a maxj-OFT. By construction, 
M { x i x 2 )  =  i m n { x i x 2 ,  M '  { x 2 ) i b ^ ^  M "  { x 2 ) }  
= I if (kiZ2| < |M'(Z2)|) A (|xia:2l < 
L a string of b's, otherwise {xiX2, if (fc+j + l + S/i < j + l + S/, + maxminj(Zo,. • • Jj))^ 
(fc+j + l + S/j- < 2A:+j + l + S/i-maxminy(/o,... ,/j)); 
a string of b's, otherwise 
_  J  X 2 X 2 ,  i f  k  <  m a x m i n j ( / o ) . . .  , l j )  A  k  >  m a x m i n ^ ( Z o , . . .  , l j ) ;  
\ a string of b's, otherwise 
_  j  X 1 X 2 ,  i {  k  =  m a x i m n j { l o , . . .  , l j ) ;  
\ a string of b's, otherwise. 
If we restrict the domain of M  to the regular language R  =  , then Af(S*) n 
{o,#Y = L2. I 
There are several open questions in conjunction with the hierarchy that we have 
presented. Which inclusions pictured in Figure 6.2 are proper? What interesting 
natural problems are in the hierarchy? Can some kind of pumping lemma be used to 
distinguish the levels? The canonical languages we give are candidates which might 
lie properly between the levels of the hierarchy, but we are unable to distinguish (and 
have no candidates which might separate) maxj^^^ and min®^^, for any j > 1. The 
hierarchy and the open questions surrounding it remain for future work, and we hope 
to resolve some of these issues. 
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7. Decision Problems 
In this section, we identify the complexity of several decision problems involving 
OFTs. Among these are questions about their ranges and optimal output functions. 
In all cases, we establish complexity-theoretic lower bounds; and in some cases, we 
pinpoint the complexity by showing completeness for some complexity class. We prove 
that the range inequivalence problem is undecidable, and conclude that range(OFT) is 
not effectively closed under complement and is properly included in NL. 
We consider the following decision problems: 
Range Nonemptiness 
Instance: M, an OFT with input alphabet E. 
Question: ^ 4>1 
Range Membership 
Instance: M ,  an OFT with input alphabet E and output alphabet A ;  y  E  A*. 
Question: y G M(S*)? 
Range Nonuniversality 
Instance: M, an OFT with input alphabet S and output alphabet A. 
Question: ^ A*? 
Length Inequivalence 
Instance: M ' .  M " ,  OFTs with input alphabet S. 
Question: Is there an z E S* such that \ M ' { x ) \  ^  |M"(a:)|? 
Nonunary Range 
Instance: M, an OFT with input alphabet S and output alphabet A D {#}• 
Question: M(S*) g #*? 
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Range Nonregularity 
Instance: M, an OFT with input alphabet S. 
Question: Is M(S*) not regular? 
Bounded Length Inequivalence 
Instance: M', M " ,  OFTs with input alphabet S; 2 6 S*. 
Question: Is there an x G S* such that |z| < \ z \  and |M'(x)| ^ \ M " { x ) \ ?  
Bounded Nonunary Range 
Instance: M, an OFT with input alphabet S and output alphabet A D {#}; 
z 6 
Question: Is there an a: G S* such that \ x \  <  \ z \  and M { x )  %  # * ?  
Inequivalence 
Instance: M ' ,  M " ,  OFTs with input alphabet S. 
Question: Is there an a: G S* such that M ' { x )  ^  M " { x ) ?  
Range Inequivalence 
Instance: M', M", OFTs with input alphabets S', S". 
Question: ^ M"(S"*)? 
Our measure of relative complexity is logspace reducibility, which we denote <^. 
Hardness and completeness results for complexity classes are given with respect to <J^-
reducibility. The classes of recursive and recursively enumerable languages are denoted 
REC and RE. We prove hardness by reduction from the following problems of known 
complexity: 
Graph Accessibility Problem (GAP) 
Instance: G  =  { V , E ) ,  a directed graph with vertex set V  and edge set E  Ç V x V ]  
v i , v n  G  V .  
Question: Is there a path in G  from to 
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3-Partition 
Instance: A  =  {aj,..., 03^}, a finite set; s - .  A  2"^, a size function; and B  €  Z"*", 
a bound, such that 
(1) B / A  <  s { a )  <  B / 2 ,  for a  E  A ;  
(2) (J s { a )  -  m B .  
a e A  
Question: Is there a partition of A  into m  disjoint 3-sets 5i,..., S m - ,  such that for 
I  < i  < m ,  
V 5(a) = 
aeS i  
NFA Nonuniversality 
Instance: N ,  an NFA with input alphabet S. 
Question; I(iV) ^ S*? 
NFA Inequivalence 
Instance: N ' ,  N " ,  NFAs with input alphabet S. 
Question: L ( N ' )  #  L { N " ) ?  
Post's Correspondence Problem (PCP) 
Instance: /, g, homomorphisms from S to A"''. 
Question: Is there an z E S""" such that f { x )  =  g { x ) 1  
Theorem 7.1. 
(1) GAP is NL-complete. 
(2) 3-Partition is strongly NP-complete. 
(3) NFA Nonuniversality is PSPACE-complete. 
(4) NFA Inequivalence is PSPACE-complete. 
(5) PCP is RE-complete. 
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P r o o f .  (1) GAP was proved NL-complete by Jones [12], based on the "threadable 
mazes" of Savitch [16]. (2) 3-Partition was first proved NP-complete by Garey and 
Johnson [3], and shown to be strongly NP-complete by the same authors [4]. (3,4) 
PSPACE-completeness of NFA Nonuniversality and Inequivalence follow by a simple 
reduction from the same problems for regular expressions, which were proved PSPACE-
complete by Stockmeyer and Meyer [20] and Stockmeyer [18]. (5) PCP was proved 
undecidable by Post [15], and was also studied by Floyd [2]. I 
When providing <^-reductions from these problems, we omit arguments that the 
construction can be achieved using logspace, since they are generally straightforward. 
Occasionally, we observe that the construction causes at most a polynomial increase in 
the size of the instances, and claim sufficiency. 
(1 
( 2  
(3 
(4 
(5 
( 6  
(T 
(8  
(9 
leorem 7.2. 
Range Nonemptiness is NL-complete. 
Range Membership is PSPACE-complete. 
Range Nonuniversality is PSPACE-hard. 
Length Inequivalence is PSPACE-hard. 
Nonunary Range is PSPACE-hard. 
Range Nonregularity is PSPACE-hard. 
Bounded Length Inequivalence is NP-complete. 
Bounded Nonunary Range is NP-complete. 
Inequivalence is RE-complete. 
(10) Range Inequivalence is RE-complete. 
P r o o f .  (1) First, we show membership in NL. Consider the following algorithm which 
decides whether or not A/(S*) ^ 4>: 
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input M = (Q, Qmax» S) ^ 5 Çi )-F')! 
p  ' =  9 1  ;  
while true do 
begin 
ifp G F then accept; 
guess <7 G S; 
if S { p , a )  =  4 »  then reject; 
guess { p , w )  e  S { P , ( T )  
end 
The space required to store p  and a  is logarithmic in ||Ç|| and ||S||; therefore, this 
algorithm can be implemented by a nondeterministic logspace-bounded Turing ma­
chine. Next, we show hardness by reduction from GAP. Let G — (V.E), where 
y = {vi,...,Un}, E Ç VxV. We construct an OFT M with input alphabet S 
s u c h  t h a t  M C E * )  ^  ^  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  t h e r e  i s  a  p a t h  i n  G  f r o m  v j  t o  V n -  L e t  M  =  
(F, F, S, A,é,vi,{un}), where S = A = {0}, and 6(vi,0) = {(vj,0) \ E E}. 
M(S*) ^  4 >  i î  and only if there is an accepting computation of M  (from initial state to 
f i n a l  s t a t e ) ,  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  t h e r e  i s  a  p a t h  i n  G  f r o m  v i  t o  V n -
(2) We have shown in Theorem 4.3 that membership can be decided nondetermin-
ist i c ally using space 0(||Q|| log |j/|), where ||Q|| is the number of states in M. By 
Savitch's Theorem, Range Membership G NSPACE(n log n) Ç PSPACE. We show 
hardness by <^-reduction from NFA Inequivalence. Let N' = (Q',S',6',Çj,F'), 
N" — {Q",11'. S".q", F") be NFAs, and construct an OFT M with input alphabet 
S  a n d  o u t p u t  a l p h a b e t  A  =  { a }  s u c h  t h a t  a  G  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  L { N ' )  ^  L ( N " ) .  
Assume, without loss of generality, that 8 ' { q ' , a )  ^  ( p  and 8 " ( g " , a )  ^ ( j ) ,  for q '  G Q", 
q "  G  Q " ,  a n d  c r  G  S ' .  L e t  M  =  ( Q ,  Q m a x ,  S ,  A ,  < 5 ,  Ç ] ,  F ) ,  w h e r e  Q  =  Q ' x Q "  U  { q f } ,  
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Qmax = Q ' x Q "  (or Q ' x Q "  U { q f } ) ,  S = {#} U S', A = {a}, Ç1 = { q ' ^ , q ' l ) ,  F  =  { q f } ,  
and 6 is defined by 
f {^'{q',cr)x^"{q",<^))xU}, ifo-es'; 
6 ( ( a '  a " )  i f  q  ^  F  A  q  0 F ' A cr = #; 
à { ( q , q  ) , < T )  <  i f  g (  e  y  A  g "  E  f  "  A  c r  =  # ;  
I {(9/,»)}, if iq' eF'eq" eF")Aa = #, 
Let q '  6 Ç', ?" E  Q "  1  X  Ç :  S'*, and prove, by induction on [zj, the following claim: 
f e, if^'(g',x)nF'= <^A6"(9",i)nF" = 0; 
( * )  =  <  a a ,  i î  S ' { q ' ,  x )  n  F ' < f )  A  S " { q " ,  x )  D  F "  ( / > ;  
( a, otherwise. 
For the empty string e, 
^ ( ( ç ' w " ) » # )  =  m a x (  U  S { { q ' , q " ) , i ^ , p ) 6 ( p , e ) )  
pep 
= max(^((9',g"),#,ç/)?(9y,e)) 
€, if q '  ^ F '  A  q "  0 F"; 
aa, if q '  e F '  A  q "  E F"; 
a, otherwise 
e, if S ' ( q ' ,  e ) r \ F '  =  < t >  A  S " { q " , e )  A F" =  
aa, if 6'(g', e )  F '  ^  4 >  A  8 " { q ' \ t )  n F" f </>; 
a, otherwise, 
and for strings a x  of length at least 1, 
'^{(q ,q"),(^x#) =max( U 8 { { q ' , q " ) , c r , p ) 8 { p , x # ) )  
= max( U 6((p',p"),r#)) 
{p '  , p" )eS ' {q '  , c r )x6"  (q"  ,a - )  
e, if V(/,p") e 8 ' ( q \ a - ) x 8 " i q " , c r ) ,  8  { { p ' ,  p "  ) ,  x # )  = e; 
aa, if 3(p',/»") G ^'(9',(7)x^"(g",<7), ?((/>',/>"),a:#) = aa; 
 , otherwise 
 , if n F' = 4^ A n F" = 9^; 
aa, if 6'(6'(g',(T),r#) n F' A n F" # 
a, otherwise 
e ,  i î 8 ' { q ' , < T x# ) n F '  ^ ( t > A 8 " { q " , a x# ) r \ F "  =  <t>\ 
aa, if 8 ' { q ' , a x # )  r \  F '  ^  4 >  A  6"(ç",(TZ#) D F "  /  0; 
a, otherwise. 
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If we take ( q ' , q " )  =  { q i , q ' { )  in (*), then 
4=> M { x ^ )  =  a ,  some x  G S'* 
^((91)91 )»®#) = û) some X e S'* 
<=;' 6'{qi,x) n F' 7^: < / )  ©  S " { q ' { , x )  f l  F "  ^  ( j ) ,  some x  G S'* 
X E  L { N ' )  ©  X €  L { N " ) ,  some x  E S'* 
«  L { N ' ) ^ L { N " ) .  
(3) We show hardness by <^-reduction from NFA Nonuniversality. Let N  = (Q', S', 
q'l,F') be an NFA, and construct an OFT M having S' as its input and output alpha­
bets such that M(S'*) = L{N). It follows that M(S'*) ^ S'* if and only if L{N) ^ S'*. 
Let M — {Q',Q',Y,',11',6,q'^, F'), where 6 is defined by S{q,(T) = 6'{q,a)x{cr}. An in­
duction on I a: I proves the following claim: 
therefore, Af(S'*) = L ( N ) .  
(4) We show hardness by <^-reduction from NFA Inequivalence. Let N ' ,  N "  be NFAs 
with input alphabet S, and construct OFTs M', M", as in Theorem 7.2(3). Recall 
that for x € S*, 
If we take q  =  q [  in (*), then 
M [ x )  =  8 { q i , x )  =  
i f f '  
M' a-, ifxeX(A"); X, if X 6 L { N " ) \  ( i > ,  \ i x ^ L { N " ) .  
It follows that 
therefore, there is an X £ S* such that |M'(x)| ^ |M"(x)| if and only if i(iV') ^ L { N " ) .  
We conjecture that Range Nonuniversality and Length Inequivalence are prop­
erly harder than PSPACE—perhaps undecidable—since optimality is not used in any 
essential way in the reductions of Theorems 7.2(3) and 7.2(4). 
(5) We show hardness by <^-reduction from Length Inequivalence. Let M ' ,  M "  be 
OFTs with input alphabet S', and construct an OFT M with input alphabet S and 
output alphabet A D {#}, such that M(S*) g if and only if there is an x G S'* 
such that \M'{x)\ ^ \M"[x)\. Let A', A" be the output alphabets of M', M". Define 
m o n o t o n i e  h o m o m o r p h i s m s  h ' : A ' *  h " : A " *  — >  # *  b y  h ' { a ' )  =  h " { a " )  =  
and construct, using Theorem 5.4, OFTs such that for x 6 S'*, M ' ^ ( x )  =  
h ' { M ' { x ) )  and M^(x) = h " { M " ( x ) ) .  M ' ^  and M'^  are exactly like M '  and M " ,  except 
they convert every output symbol to #. Let S = {#} U 2% A = {#} U A' U A" 
(A',A" < #), and fix a' G A', a" G A". Rather than formally defining M, we give 
in Figure 7.1 a computation tree of M on input ##x, where x G S'*, and leave the 
details of construction to the reader. 
By construction, 
M(##x) — min(max{a'M'(x), #M^(x)} U max{a"M"(x), #M^(x)}) 
r min{a'M'(x), #j(^(x)}, if |M'(x)| > |M"(x)|; 
= I min{#Mj(x),c"M"(x)}, if |M'(x)| < |M"(x)|; 
[  m i n { # M j ( x ) , # M j , ( x ) } ,  i f  | M ' ( x ) |  =  \ M " { x ) \  
[ a'i^(x), if lM'(x)| > lM"(x)|; 
= j a"M"(x), _ if |M'(x)| < lM"(x)|; 
t #M;(x)), if |M'(x)| = |M"(z)|. 
If we restrict the domain of M  to the regular language R  = then M(S*) g 
if and only if there is an x G S'* such that |M'(x)| ^ |M"(x)|. 
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input 
M '  
Figure 7.1. Reduction from Length Inequivalence to Nonunary Range 
(6)  W e show hardness by <^-reduction from Range Nonuniversality. Let M' be an 
OFT with input alphabet S' and output alphabet A'. Let M" be an OFT with input 
alphabet S' and output alphabet A' such that is not regular, for example, as 
in Theorem 4.7. Construct, using Theorems 4.5, 5.1, and 5.2, an OFT M  with input 
alphabet S and output alphabet A = {#} U A' such that 
M(S*) = M"(S'*)#A'* U A'*#M'(S'*). 
We show that M(S*) is nonregular if and only if ^ A'*. Suppose ^ 
A'*, and let y 6 A'* - is not regular; therefore, M(S*) 
is not regular, since regularity is preserved under quotient with y .  Conversely, suppose 
= A'*. In that case, M(S*) = A'*#A'* is regular. 
Note that Theorem 7.2(6) is an application of a "resource-bounded" Greibach's 
Theorem, a technique which was used by Hunt and Rosenkrantz [9] to prove PSPACE-
hardness results for some decision problems involving regular expressions. 
(7) First, we show membership in NP by applying the bounded quantifier characteriza­
tion of the polynomial hierarchy given by Stockmeyer and Meyer [20]. The existentially 
quantified variable x has length bounded by a polynomial (|z|) in the size of the in­
stance, and the predicate lM'(a:)| ^ \M"{x)\ is polynomially decidable using Corollary 
3.2; therefore, Bounded Length Inequivalence is in NP. Next, we show hardness by <^-
reduction from 3-Partition. Let A = {cj,..., 03^}, 5: A —> , B G 2^ be an instance 
of 3-Partition. We require the sizes 5(a) and bound B to be given in unary; however, 
since 3-Partition is strongly NP-complete, this "unary" version remains NP-complete. 
Let z = and construct OFTs M', M" with input alphabet S = •,^77%} 
and output alphabet A = {#} such that there is an z E S* satisfying |a:| < |z| and 
\M'{x)\ ^ \M"{x)\ if and only if there is a 3-partition of A. Let M', M" be defined by 
the transition diagrams in Figure 7.2. 
Consider i? Ç S* defined by i2 = { a: 6 | «j,..., each occur 3 times in x  } .  
i? is a regular language whose strings x specify a partition of A into 3-sets defined by 
S f  =  { c j  \  1  <  j  <  m  A  the symbol of z is a,}. 
Let X  E :  R  and consider \ M ' { ^ x ) \  and |M"(#2:)|. By construction, 
\ M ' { ^ X ) \  = 1 + y] s { a )  = 1 + m B ,  
|M"(#z)| = min^max( msia),..., ms(a)),l+ V s(a)^ 
a e S f  a e s ^  a e A  '  
= minf max(m V s ( a ) , . . . , m  s { a ) ) , l  +  m B h  
a e S ^  a e S m  
Suppose there is a 3-partition of A  into 3-sets S ^ , . .., specified by some x  Ç :  R .  It 
follows that = 3m -f 1 = j^j and 
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A A ... A V 
j  j ^ r n s ( a ^ ^ )  a2/#^«(=3m) 
Si/e I Si/e 1 Si/t i 
Si 
M  I I I  
Figure 7.2. Reduction from 3-Partition to Bounded Length Inequivalence 
— min^max(m V s(a),...,m V 5(a)), l+m5^ 
• min(max(m5,..., m B ) ,  1 + m B )  
=  m B  ^  1  +  m B  =  | A f ' ( # z ) | .  
Conversely, suppose there is no 3-partition of A .  Then, for x  £  R ,  
max( ^ 5(a),..., V s(a)) > 5, 
a Ç S ^  a € S ^  
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and 
|M"(#a:)| = niin(max(TO ^ s(a),...,m ^ s { a ) ) , l + m B j  
a Ç S f  a ç s ^  '  
= 1 + m B  = |A/'(#x)|. 
If we restrict the domains of M', M "  to the regular language #i2, then there is an 
a: 6 S* such that |z| < |z| and \M'(x)\ ^ \M"{x)\ if and only if there is a 3-partition of 
A. We note that since the sizes a(o) and bound B were given in unary, the number of 
states and lengths of transition outputs in M' and M" are polynomially bounded in the 
size of the instance of 3-Partition. Hence, this reduction can be achieved in logspace. 
(8) First, we show membership in NP. The existentially quantified variable x  has length 
bounded by a polynomial (|z|) in the size of the instance, and the predicate M(x) g 
is polynomially decidable using Corollary 3.2; therefore, Bounded Nonunary Range is 
in NP. Next, we show hardness by <^-reduction from Bounded Length Inequivalence. 
Let M', M" be OFTs with input alphabet S', z' G S'*. We let z = and 
construct an OFT M  with input alphabet S and output alphabet A 3 {#} such that 
there is an z G S* satisfying M{x) % if and only if there is an x' G S'* satisfying 
\M'{x')\ ^ \M"{x')\. Let M be constructed from il/', M" as in Theorem 7.2(5) (see 
F i g u r e  7 . 1 ) .  R e c a l l  t h a t  f o r  6  S ' %  M ( # # x ' )  g  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  | M ' ( a : ' ) |  #  \ M " { x ' ) \ .  
Since = |x'| -f 2 < |z'| + 2 = 1^1 if and only if |x'| < |z'|, there is an z E S* such 
that |x| < |z| and M ( x )  %  if and only if there is an x '  G S'* such that \ x ' \  <  \ z ' \  
and \M'(x')\ ^ |M"(x')|. 
(9) Inequivalence is recursively enumerable, since the existentially quantified predicate 
A/'(x) ^ M"{x) is decidable using the algorithm of Corollary 3.2. Next, we show 
hardness by <^-reduction from PCP. Let /, g be homomorphisms from S to A"*". 
We construct OFTs M', M" with input alphabet S' = {#} U S and output alphabet 
A '  =  { a ,  6 }  U  A  ( A  <  a  <  6 )  s u c h  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a n  x '  G  S ' *  s a t i s f y i n g  M ' ( x ' )  ^  M " { x ' )  
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M '  M "  
Figure 7.3. Reduction from PCP to Inequivalence 
if and only if there is an z 6 satisfying f { x )  =  g { x ) .  Let M', M "  be defined by the 
transition diagrams in Figure 7.3. 
For X 6 we have by construction, 
•^'(#«#) = max{/(x)a,^(a;)a} 
(  f { x ) a ,  \ i  f { x )  >  g { x y ,  
= < /(a;)a(= g(x)a), \ {  j [ x )  =  g { x ) \  
[ 5r(a;)a, if/(x) < £r(x), 
=  m a x ( m a x { / ( z ) a , x U  n i i n { / ( x ) 6 , g ( x ) 6 } )  
_ r max{/(x)a,5(x)fc}, if /(x) > g { x ) ;  
\  m & x { g ( x ) a , f ( x ) b } ,  if /(x) < g { x )  
(  f ( x ) a ,  i {  f { x )  >  g ( x ) ;  
=  I  f { x ) b { - g { x ) b ) ,  i f  f ( x )  -  g ( x ) ;  
( 5r(x)a, if/(x)<^(x). 
If we restrict the domains of M', M "  to the regular language R  = then there 
is an x '  G S'* such that M ' { x ' )  ^  M " { x ' )  if and only if there is an z E S"'" such that 
The complexities of the inequivalence problem for deterministic and nondetermin­
istic generalized sequential machines are strikingly different. Griffiths [7] has shown the 
problem to be undecidable for nondeterministic GSMs, and Jones, Lien, and Laaser 
[13] have shown the problem to be NL-complete for deterministic GSMs. 
(10) First, we show Range Inequivalence is recursively enumerable. The question 
whether or not ^ Af"(S"*) can be restated: Is there a y such that y Ç 
o r  y  £  Af"(S"*) — M'(S'*)? The existentially quantified predicate 
is decidable using the algorithm of Theorem 4.3, so Range Inequivalence is recursively 
enumerable. Next, we show hardness by <^-reduction from PCP. Let /, g be homomor-
phisms from S to A"*". We construct OFTs M', M" with input alphbet S' = {#} U S 
and output alphabet A' = {a, 6}uA {A < a < b) such that ^ if and 
only if there is an z 6 2"*" satisfying f { x )  =  g ( x ) .  Let A/', M" be constructed from /, 
g  a s  i n  T h e o r e m  7 . 2 ( 9 )  ( s e e  F i g u r e  7 . 3 ) .  R e c a l l  t h a t  f o r  x  Ç  S " * " ,  
If we restrict the domains of M ' ,  M "  to the regular language R  = then 
M ' ( T i ' * )  ^ M"(S'*) if and only if there is an z E S"*" such that f { x )  = ^(z), because 
fix) = g{x) implies M"(#z#) = f{x)b 0 M'(S'*) Ç (A U {a})\ I 
f { x )  =  g { x ) .  
Corollary 7.3. range(OFT) is not effectively closed under complement. 
Proof. We assume range(OFT) is effectively closed under complement and contradict 
the undecidability of Range Inequivalence. Let M', M" be OFTs with input alphabet 
S. Construct—using Theorem 5.1 and effective closure under complement—an OFT 
M whose range M(S*) is the symmetric difference of the ranges of M', M". By 
construction, 
M(S')  = AM"(E"") = (M'(S'*)UM"(S'*)) U (M'(S"^) U M"(S'*)). 
Then ^ if and only if the symmetric difference A/(S*) ^ <f). The 
decidability of the latter by Theorem 7.2(1) implies the decidability of Range Inequiv­
alence, contradicting Theorem 7.2(10). I 
Corollary 7.4. range(OFT) C NL. 
Proof. We have shown range(OFT) Ç NL in Corollary 4.4 ,  so we show range(OFT) ^ 
NL. Immerman has recently shown [11] that NSPACE(5(n)) is effectively closed under 
complement, for S(n) > log n. In particular, NL is effectively closed under complement 
and must differ from range(OFT), in light of Corollary 7.3. I 
The relative complexities of the decision problems considered in this section are 
summarized in Figure 7.4. The problems between NP-complete and RE-complete are 
all PSPACE-hard. 
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Inequivalence 
Range Inequivalence RE-complete 
Nonunary Range Range Nonregularity 
Length Inequivalence Range Nonuniversality 
PSPACE-complete Range Membership 
Bounded Nonunary Range 
Bounded Length Inequivalence NP-complete 
Range Nonemptiness NL-complete 
Figure 7.4. Complexities of decision problems 
8. Summary and Open Questions 
We summarize some of the results contained heretofore, and ask open questions 
about improvements and extensions of our results. 
In §3, we provided an algorithm which computes M { x )  for a fixed OFT M  us­
ing time polynomial in |z| and space linear in |x|. Can the optimal output function 
M be computed by a logspace transducer? Can OFTs be used to provide efficient 
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reductions—via the optimal output function—between decision problems? In partic­
ular, OFTs which are not bounded by a few alternations of maximization and mini­
mization might be used to closely relate problems which are not otherwise obviously 
related. We confess to not understanding the full power of alternation, despite provid­
ing a polynomial time bound on computing an arbitrary optimal output function. 
In §4, we showed that the range M(S*) of an OFT M is in NL. How tight is this 
upper bound? Is range(OFT) Ç DSPACE(log n)? Are there NL-complete languages in 
range(OFT)? What subclasses of NL containing the regular languages are contained 
in range(OFT)? For example, are the linear context-free languages or, perhaps more 
likely, the real-time one-counter languages contained in range(OFT)? 
In §6, we presented a hierarchy in NL whose classes are based on the ranges of 
alternation-bounded OFTs. Are the levels of the hierarchy proper? In light of the 
fact that we failed to produce a language which potentially distinguishes max^^^ and 
min^^^, we ask whether or not they are distinct for any j > 1. If the ranges of 
maXj-OFTs and min^-OFTs do not differ, are the optimal output functions distinct? 
In particular, can an OFT having only maximizing states be simulated by one having 
only minimizing states? A tool is needed which would allow one to show that a language 
is not in max®^^ or min®^^, perhaps a pumping lemma parameterized by the number 
of alternations. We conjecture that such a pumping lemma can be obtained for OFTs 
having only one alternation. 
In §7, we gave completeness results establishing the complexity of several decision 
problems involving OFTs. We also presented four problems which are recursively enu­
merable and PSPACE-hard, but did not determine their precise complexity. It remains 
open whether or not these problems—Range Nonuniversality, Length Inequivalence, 
Nonunary Range, and Range Nonregularity—are decidable. 
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PART II. COUNTING FINITE-STATE AUTOMATA 
1. Introduction 
A counting finite-state automaton is a nondeterministic finite-state automaton 
which, on an input over its input alphabet, (magically) writes in binary the number of 
accepting computations on the input. The counting finite-state automaton—or count­
ing NFA—is a finite-state analogue of the counting Turing Machine of Valiant [21]. 
It is known that the class of functions computed by polynomially time-bounded 
counting TMs includes the class FP of functions computed by polynomially time-
bounded Turing transducers; however, it is not known if this inclusion is proper. Valiant 
[21,22] has shown several functions to be complete for #P, and these functions in #P 
are not computable in polynomial time if P ^ NP. These results suggest that FP is 
properly included in #P. 
We consider finite-state analogues of these questions. We show that the class 
#NFA of functions computed by counting NFAs includes a class #DFT of counting 
functions computed by deterministic finite-state transducers. Although it is not known 
whether FP ^ #P, we show that #DFT is properly included in #NFA by exhibiting 
a counting NFA whose range as a set of binary strings is not context-free, whereas the 
ranges of deterministic finite-state transducers are regular [6]. While some functions 
in ^P are apparently not computable in polynomial time, we show that functions in 
^NFA can be computed using time polynomial and space linear in the the length of 
the input. 
Since functions in #DFT have ranges which are regular and functions in #NFA 
have ranges which are not necessarily context-free, it is natural to investigate the com­
plexity of counting NFA ranges. Intuitively, one might expect the range of a counting 
NFA to be efficiently recognizable simply because it is- a finite-state model, but that is 
apparently not the case. We establish an upper bound by showing that the range of a 
counting NFA is recognizable nondeterministically using space linear in the length of 
the input, i.e., a context-sensitive language. We suggest an intractable lower bound by 
showing that the composite numbers—which are not known to be in P—are the range 
of a counting NFA. 
In §2, we give notational conventions and formally define the counting function of 
an NFA. In §3, we show that the counting functions computed by deterministic finite-
state transducers are properly included among those computed by nondeterministic 
finite-state automata, and give a counting NFA whose range is not context-free. In 
§4, we examine the complexity of computing the counting function of an NFA, and 
the complexity of recognizing its range as a set of binary strings. In §5, we consider 
the pumping behavior of a counting finite-state automaton. For a fixed input string, 
we show that the number of accepting computations—considered as a function of the 
number of times a fixed substring is pumped—satisfies a homogeneous linear recurrence 
equation of finite degree having integer coefficients. 
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2. Preliminary Definitions 
In this section, we present notational conventions and our notions of counting 
function computed by finite-state automata. A string z is a finite sequence of symbols 
from a finite alphabet. The length of x, denoted |z|, is the number of symbols composing 
X. The empty string, denoted e, is the string having length 0. The concatenation of two 
strings x and y is the string consisting of the symbols of x followed by the symbols of 
y, denoted xy. A language L is a set of strings over an alphabet, and ||X|| denotes the 
cardinality of L. The empty set is denoted by (^; the set of integers {...,—1,0,1,...} 
is denoted by Z\ and the set of natural numbers {0,1,2,...} is denoted by Af. The 
following operations on languages are defined: 
union JDi U X2 = { 2" 1 ® ^ V s G X2 } 
intersection n X2 =  {  x  |  r  £ Zj A x  G £2  }  
concatenation L1L2 = { | a; 6 Zi A y 6 X2 }  
iteration = {e}, = LU 
Kleene closure L* = Uj>o U 
In this work, we frequently consider natural numbers as binary strings and vice 
versa. Formally, these conversions are functions s\j\f — {0,1}* and #:{0,l}* 
defined by 
s { k )  =  the binary representation of k  without leading zeroes, 
#(x) = the number represented in binary by x. 
Note that 5(0) = e. We extend s and ^ to sets of natural numbers and binary strings 
in the usual way by defining s(K) = { s{k) \ k E K }, and #(i) = { #{x) | x 6 X }. 
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A nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA)is a 5-tuple M = {Q,11,6,1, F), where 
Q is a finite set of states] S is a finite input alphabet, 6 is a transition function from 
QxS* to subsets of Q; /  Ç Ç is a set of initial states', and F Ç Ç is a set of final states. 
The counting function QxS* —> is defined recursively by 
Intuitively, the counting function { ^ 6 ( q , x ) )  is the number of accepting com­
putations of M  on input x  (starting from state q ) .  We extend the counting functions 
t o  l a n g u a g e s  £  Ç  S *  i n  t h e  u s u a l  w a y  b y  d e f i n i n g  j j ^ 8 { q , L )  =  {  z )  |  x  E  L } ,  
and 4fM{L) = {^M{x) \ x (z L}. We consider the range of a counting NFA M to 
be the set of binary strings g(#M(S*)). The class of counting functions of NFAs is 
defined by #NFA = { | M is an NFA }, and the class of their ranges is defined by 
range(#NFA) = {s{^M{Ti*)) | M is an NFA with input alphabet S }. 
We also want to consider a deterministic counterpart of the counting NFA which 
produces a binary string by transduction rather than counting accepting computations. 
Intuitively, our deterministic finite-state transducer is a special case of the deterministic 
Generalized Sequential Machine (GSM) [5] in which the output alphabet is fixed to be 
{0,1} and all states are considered final, so that its computation on any input produces 
a binary string. 
Formally, a deterministic finite-state transducer (DFT) is a 5-tuple D = (Q, 2,6, 
A,), where Q is a finite set of states; S is a finite input alphabet; SiQxH —^ Q is a 
i^8{q,(Tx)= Yl 
p€5(g,<T) 
The counting function #M: S* —> A/' is defined by 
# M [ x )  -  y )  # 6 ( g , z ) .  
qei 
transition function; AiQxS —>• {0,1}* is an output function; and q\ £ Q is the initial 
state. The transition function and output function are extended to 8: QxS* —>• Q and 
A:ÇxS* —{0,1}*, defined recursively by 
^{9.1 — 9.1 
<5(g,crx) = 6(6(9,0"),z); 
•^(9? ~ 
\{q,(Tx) = A(g,cr)A(6(ç,(T),x). 
The output function D:H* —> {0,1}* is defined by D { x )  =  \ { q i , x )  and the count­
ing function 2* —»• A/" is defined by #Z)(z) = j^{D(x)). Intuitively, the count­
ing function ^D{x) is the number represented by the binary string produced by the 
transduction of D on input x. We extend the output and counting functions to lan­
guages i Ç S* in the usual way. We consider the range of a DFT to be the set of 
binary strings Note that it can be obtained from £>(S*) by truncating 
the leading zeroes of each string. The class of counting functions of DFTs is de­
fined by #DFT — { | £> is a DFT }, and the class of their ranges is defined by 
range(^DFT) = {s{4j^D{T>*)) | Z) is a DFT with input alphabet 2 }. 
3. Inclusions among Counting Functions and their Ranges 
In this section, we show that the counting functions computed by deterministic 
finite-state transducers are properly included among those computed by nondetermin-
istic finite-state automata, and give a counting NFA whose range is not context-free. 
We denote the class of regular and context-free languages by REG and CFL, respec­
tively. Since the range of every deterministic Generalized Sequential Machine (DGSM) 
is regular [6], and a DFT is a special case of a DGSM, it follows that the range of a 
DFT (with leading zeroes truncated) is regular. 
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Theorem 3.1. range(^DFT) Ç REG. 
Theorem 3.2. #DFT Ç #NFA. 
Proof. Let D = A, ) be a DFT, and construct an NFA M with input alphabet 
S such that for r Ç S*, ^ M { x )  =  j f ^ D { x ) .  Suppose Q = and let I = 
max{ |A(g,(T)| IçGQAcrGS}. Let M = (Ç', S, where Q' = Q U | 
l < i < 5 A l < j < 2 ' } ,  F = { g j ? | l < i < s A l < j < 2 ' } ,  a n d  è '  i s  d e f i n e d  b y  
= {Hqi,<r)}u{6{qi,(Ty \ i <j < #(A(çi,<T))}, 
= I 1 < J < }. 
First we prove, by induction on |x|, that i^S'{q^,x) = For the empty string 
#<'(«?, 0 = I ^ p = 1 = 2i<l = 
and for strings crx of length at least 1, 
:#S'{qf ,(TX) = V #S'{p,X) 
p^6'(q^,<T) 
_ 2|A(9i,<ra:)|_ 
Next we prove, by induction on |z|, the claim (*) #8'{qi,x) = #(A(çi,x)). For the 
empty string €, 
#^'(9t,e) = I J' 0 = 0 = #(e) = #(A(çi,e)), 
and for strings ax of length at least 1, 
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^8'{qi,crx)= 
p€6'(?i,<r) 
= ( S #^'(^(9t,<7)^a:)) + #^'(^(9t,(T),a:) 
^l<J<#(A(gi,<T)) 
— f®))-
If we take t = 1 in (•), then 
# M { x )  = #6'(gi,z) = #(A(gi,a:)) = #(D(z)) = #D(z). I 
Lemma 3.3. #NFA is closed under addition and multiplication. 
Proof, (addition) Let A/' = (Q', S, 5',F'), M" = ((?", be NFAs, and 
construct an NFA M  with input alphabet S such that for x  G S*, ^ M { x )  = j^M'[x)-\-
Let M = (Q'\J (?", 3,6,7' U J",F' U F"), where 6 is defined by 
For a; 6 S*, 
#M(a:) = V #6(g,r) 
ge/'u/" 
= E #6'(g,r) + V 
g€/' 56/" 
(multiplication) Let M' = (Q', S, F'), M" = (Ç", S, F") be NFAs, and 
construct an NFA M  with input alphabet S such that for x  6 S*, ^ M { x )  = #M'(x) • 
#M"(x). Let M = (Q'xQ",S,^, J'x/",F'xF"), where 8 is defined by 
H { q  , q " ) , c r )  =  8 ' { q  , a - ) x 8 " ( q " , c r ) .  
We prove, by induction on |z|, the following claim: 
( 4  
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For the empty string e, 
/ 1, if g'e F'A g" e F"; 
\ 0, if gV F' V ç" 0 F" 
1, if(g',g")GF'xF"; 
0, if (g', g") ^ F'XF" 
= • #6"(g",e), 
and for strings cr® of length at least 1, 
#^((9,9"), era:) = E 
(p',p")€6((g',g"),<T) 
= ( E #W,z))-( E #"(/,=)) 
p ' € 6 ' { q ' , t r )  p " € 6 " { q " , c r )  
= #6'(g',o'z) • ^S"{q",(rx). 
# M { x )  =  E  
= E #^'(9%a;) - #6"(g",z) 
q'el' 
g"ei" 
= ( E E 
g'6/' ^ q>'el" 
=  # M ' { x ) - 4 M " ( x ) .  I 
In this research, we give two examples of counting NFAs whose ranges are not 
context-free. The first is presented here, and the second—whose range is the binary 
encodings of the composite numbers—is presented in §4. 
p'66'(g',cr) 
p " e 6 " ( q "  , (T )  
Applying (*), we have 
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Example. A counting NFA whose range is i = { | n G A/"}. 
We construct an NFA M with input alphabet {0} such that s(^M(0*)) = L. For 
k  e  A f ,  d e f i n e  a n  N F A  M k  =  ( Q ,  { 0 } ,  7 ,  F ) ,  w h e r e  Q  =  { q i , .  • .  , q 2 k , P i ,  •  •  •  , P 2 k + i } ,  
^ F = {pi,... ,P2k+i }, and 6 is defined by 
0) = -{ÇI , . . . , Ç2A: 5 PI 1 • • • 5 P2*: }' 
^(Pi? 0) — {Pl5 • • • 5^2^+1 
First we prove, by induction on n, that For n = 0, 
and for n > 0, 
#<(K.0")= E #«(P.O"-') 
pGè{pi,0) 
_ 2^'"H . 2(^^ 
Next we prove, by induction on n, the claim (*) — 2^". For n  =  0 ,  
and for n > 0, 
P6é(9j,0) 
= ( Z + ( E #<(p>.0"-')) 
_ 2^' . ) -j- 2^" • 
_ 2(^+1)/! _ 2^'" 
Using Lemma 3.3, construct an NFA A/ with input alphabet {0} such that for n E A/", 
#M(0") = #M2(0**) + #Mo(0"). If we take i = 1 in (*), then 
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6(#M(0'')) = {6(#M(0'')) I n e AT} 
= {5(#M2(0") + #Mo(0'^)) 1 n € AT} 
= { a((2^" - 2^") + (2" - 2®)) 1 n e } 
= {5(8"-4" + 2"-1) \ n^^^} 
= {1"0"1" I n e 7^/"} = i. I 
Corollary 3.4. range(#NFA) g CFL. 
Corollary 3.5. range(#DFT) C range(#NFA) (range(#DFT) is properly contained 
in range(#NFA)). 
Proof. It follows from Theorems 3.1, 3.2, Corollary 3.4, and the fact that REG C CFL. 
I 
4. The Complexity of Counting Functions and their Ranges 
In this section, we examine the complexity of computing the counting function of 
an NFA, and the complexity of recognizing its range. The latter problem—deciding 
whether a given binary string represents the number of accepting computations on 
some input—is considered both for a fixed NFA and when the NFA is given as an 
additional parameter. We show that a fixed counting NFA's range is context-sensitive, 
and suggest an intractible lower bound by showing that the composite numbers—which 
are not known to be in P—are the range of a counting NFA. The second of these is 
called the range membership problem for counting NFAs and is shown to be PSPACE-
complete. 
An important tool which we use in solving these problems is a matrix algebraic 
characterization of the counting function of an NFA which allows us to compute it in 
polynomial time and linear space. Let M = {Q,'S,6,I,F) be an NFA with state set 
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Q = {?!»• • •,Ça}, and let X = £r„ ...cTj ç S*. For each <r € S, let e, A'^, f be the 1x5, 
5X5, 5x1 matrices defined by 
e = ( ej 62 ... e, ) r 1, if q j  e / ;  , »h.r« Cj = I g 
Mil AJ2 
^21 /1<T ^22 A'" = 
, where Afj Uh •^32 
/yi\ 
/2 / = 
, where /j VJ 
if q j  €  ^ ( 9 i , f r ) ;  
if çj 0 
The symbol * denotes the usual matrix multiplication. 
Lemma 4.1. e  * * • • • * A'^  ^ * f = #M(x). 
Proof. We prove, by induction on n ,  the following claim for 1 < i < 5: 
(*) * • • • * A'^^ * f)i = #6{qi,(Tn . . .<Tl). 
For n = 0, { f ) i  = f i  = # 8 {qi , e ) ,  and for n > 0, 
[A*^^ * • • • * A"^^ * /)j = V A'^J^ • * • • • * * f)j j=i 
>=1 
E • •-C^l) 
g j e H q i - o - n )  
Applying (*), we have 
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e* A""" *•••* * f = ej- (A''^ * . . .  * * f)j 
>=1 
= E ej • #6{qj,x) 
>=1 
= E 
q j e i  
= #M(z). I 
The algebraic characterization of Lemma 4.1 gives us the following algorithm for 
computing #M(z) which processes the symbols of x from right to left, producing an 
5-entry column vector after each of n matrix multiplications. 
input x; {= (T„ ... crj Ç S*} 
V := /; 
for i := 1 to 77 do 
V := A"^ ' * v; 
output e * V 
After n multiplications, we obtain A"''^  * • • • * A'^  ^* f, whose ith entry is ^ S ( q i , x ) .  This 
computation can be done in time polynomial in n and, since ^8{qi^x) < s", each entry 
can be represented in binary using space linear in n. 
In the remainder of this section, we turn our attention to the ranges of counting 
NFAs. We apply the method of computing given by the previous algorithm to 
show that the range 5(#M(S*)) of a counting NFA M is context-sensitive, i.e., is in 
NSPACE(n). 
Hereafter, we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of lan­
guage and decidability theory, the Turing rnachine model, and the time-bounded and 
space-bounded complexity classes DTIME(5(r?)), NTIME(5'(n)), DSPACE(5(n)), and 
NSPACE(5(n)). We will be concerned mainly with the following complexity classes: 
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L = DSPACE(logn), 
NL = NSPACE(logn), 
P = U DTIME(n'), 
i>i 
NP = U NTIME(n^), 
i>i 
CSL = NSPACE(n), 
PSPACE = U DSPACE(n») = (J NSPACE(n^). 
i > i  i > i  
For formal definitions of these notions, refer to [8]. 
Given a binary string y, how can we decide if y G s(#M(S*))? That is, how can 
we decide if y represents the number of accepting computations of M on some input 
X? A first approach using Lemma 4.1 is to guess symbols tri,..., cr„ of z from right to 
left, computing after each guess a column vector v  whose ith entry is v, = ^ 8 { q i , x ) ,  
and accepting if and only if y  is the binary representation o f  e  *  v  =  ^ M ( x ) :  
input y; 
V := /; 
while true do 
begin 
if s ( €  *  v )  =  y  then accept; 
guess cr G S; 
V := A"^  * V 
end 
Some computations of this nondeterministic algorithm may not halt and will require 
an unbounded amount of space in which to store the entries of v. In the following 
development, we show how to impose a linear space bound on the computations of this 
algorithm by placing a cap on the size of the entries of v. 
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Let y G {0,1}*. We define capyiAf —>• Af hy capj,(m) = min{m,#(y) + 1}. We 
extend capy to matrices of natural numbers by applying cap^ to each entry of the 
matrix. We will need the following properties of the cap function in order to impose a 
bound on the space required by the previous algorithm and maintain its correctness. 
Lemma 4.2. Let y E {0,1}*; m,/ E W; and A, B compatible matrices of natural 
(2) capj,(m + /) = capy(capj,(m) + capj,(/)) 
(3) capj,(m • Z) = capj,(m • capj,(/)) 
(4) capj,(^ * J5) = capj,(^ * capj,(B)) 
Proof. (1) s(capj^(m)) = y <==- 6(min{m,#(y) + 1}) = ^ <s(m) = y. 
(2) We consider two cases. If m + / > #(y), then capy(m + /) = capj^(capj,(m) + 
capy(Z)) = #(y) + 1. If m + Z < #(%/), then capj,(Tn + I) = capj,(capj,(m) + capj,(Z)) = 
m + /. 
(3) Proof is similar to (2). 
numbers. 
( 1 )  s{capy{Tn)) = y s{m) = y 
( 4 )  
capy (s capy)) ' ^y (2); 
i 
caPy(E(^a,py(^Ù • capy(J9jfc))), by (3); 
caPy (Z A; - capy(gjt)), by (2); 
capj,(.4 * capj,(B)),7j. I 
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Theorem 4.3. range(#NFA) Ç CSL. 
Proof. We show that for a fixed NFA M with input alphabet S, 5(#M(S*)) 6 
NSPACE(n). Consider the following modification of our previous algorithm which 
decides whether or not y £ s(#M(E*)): 
input y; 
v : = f ;  
while true do 
begin 
if 5(capy(e * r)) = y then accept; 
guess cr G S; 
V := cap J, (.4'^ * iT) 
end 
The matrices e, A" ^ and / can be kept in finite control and the space required by 
V is 0(ly|), since its entries are at most ^(y) + 1; therefore, this algorithm can be 
implemented by a nondeterministic linear space-bounded Turing machine. To show 
correctness, let , . . . ,  (7^ be a sequence of guesses of the algorithm and x = (7^ . .  .a\. 
By Lemma 4.2(4), the value of v at the beginning of the while-loop after guessing x 
will be 
V = cdLPy{A'^^ * * •.. * ca,py{A'^^ */)•••)) 
= CSLPY{A'^^ * • • • * A"^^ * /)• 
By this observation. Lemma 4.1, and Lemma 4.2(1,4), we have 
s(capj,(e * u)) = y <==• s(capj,(e * ca.py{A'^^ * • • • * A'^'^ * /))) = y 
•==  ^ s( ca .py{e * .4*^" * • • • * A'^ '^  * f)) = y 
'• 'S( capy ( ^ Af (^))) — y 
s { # M { x ) )  =  y .  
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so the algorithm accepts y if and only if 3(#M(x)) = y, for some a: € S*. I 
It is interesting to consider whether the information in this algorithm can be fur­
ther compressed into space which is logarithmic in |^|, giving us an NSPACE(log(|t/|)) 
algorithm for recognizing the range of a counting NFA. In the following example, we 
give evidence that, if possible, it will be difficult to achieve, by showing that the com­
posite numbers—which are not known to be in P—are the range of a counting NFA. 
Example. A counting NFA whose range is Composites U {0}. 
We construct an NFA M with input alphabet S such that #M(S*) = CompositesU{0}. 
First, construct an NFA M' with input alphabet S = {0,1} such that #M'(0'"10') = 
m • I. Let M' be the NFA pictured in the transition graph of Figure 4.1. 
Figure 4.1. A counting NFA which multiplies unary numbers 
We prove, by induction on I, the following claims: 
= I; 
#^(92t0') = 1. 
For / = 0, 
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and for I  >  0 ,  
#^(9i,o')= #s(p,o'-^) 
p e 6 ( g i , 0 )  
= #^(9l»o'~^) + #^(92,0'""^) 
= (/ — 1) + 1 = /; 
#S (g2,o ' )= V #6(p,  o ' - l )  
p€fi(g2.0) 
= #^(92î0'~^) = 1-
Next we prove, by induction on m, the following claims: 
#S(gi,0"^10^) = m • I; 
#S(g2,0^10') = L 
For m = 0, 
#6{qi,10^)= V #6(p,0^) = 0 = 0 Z; 
p€fi(gi , l)  
#^(g2,io')= y2 
p € 6 { g 2 , l )  
= #^(91,0') = I, 
and for m > 0, 
#^(9i,o"^io') = E #6(p,o^-ho') 
peê{qi ,0) 
= #6(gi,0"'-il0') + #6(92,0—:10^) 
= (m — 1) • I + I = m. • I; 
#6(g2,0"'l0')= v; #6(p,0™-i]0') 
pe6(g2,0) 
= #^(9250"'~^10') = I. 
Therefore, we have M'(0'"10') = 0^10^) =  m - l .  Consider the regular language 
i? = { 0^10^ I m,/ >2}. Let M" be a DFA which accepts R. Then 
#M"(0'"10') = I if w,/>2; 
I  0 ,  otherwise.  
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Using Lemma 3.3, construct an NFA M  such that #M(a:) = #M'(x) • # M " { x ) .  
#M(0'"10') = #M'(0'"10') • #M"(0"'10') 
_ ( m • I, if m,l > 2; 
[ 0, otherwise, 
so ^M{Yi*) = Composites U {0}. I 
When the range membership problem is considered as a function of both a given 
NFA and binary string, we are able to pinpoint its complexity by giving a completeness 
result for PSPACE. 
Range Membership 
Instance: M, an NFA with input alphabet H; y E {0,1}*. 
Question: y 6 5(#M(S*))? 
Theorem 4.4. Range Membership is PSPACE-complete. 
Proof. We have shown in Theorem 4.3 that membership can be decided nondetermin-
istically using space 0(||Q|| • |y|), where ||Q|| is the number of states in M. By Sav-
itch's Theorem, Range Membership £ NSPACE(n^) Ç PSPACE. We show hardness 
by logspace reduction from the nonuniversality problem for NFAs, which was proved 
PSPACE-complete by Stockmeyer and Meyer [20] and Stockmeyer [18]. Let M be an 
NFA with input alphabet S. 
L ( M )  7 ^  S * <=:' E S*, r 0 L{M) 
3 x  G S*, ^ M { x )  = 0 
•==;• 0 6 
« £ G 5(#M(S*)). I 
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5. Pumping Behavior and Linear Recurrences 
In this section, we consider the pumping behavior of a counting finite-state automa­
ton. For a fixed input string, we show that the number of accepting computations— 
considered as a function of the number of times a fixed substring of the input is 
pumped—satisfies a homogeneous linear recurrence equation of finite degree having 
integer coefficients. We precede this result with some relevant definitions and facts 
from the theories of recurrence equations and matrices. 
Let g:J\f J\f. g satisfies a homogeneous linear recurrence equation of degree s 
h a v i n g  i n t e g e r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  i f  t h e r e  e x i s t  E  Z  s u c h  t h a t  f o r  n  6  À f ,  
3 
g{n + s)  = y, ak-  g{n + s  - k). 
k=l 
Let A  be an s x s  matrix of integers, and I  be the s x s  identity matrix with I's on 
the diagonal and O's elsewhere. The characteristic polynomial of A is the polynomial 
p defined by jo(A) = det(j4 — A • /), where det is the determinant function. Note that 
the characteristic polynomial is of degree s and has integer coefficients, since A has 
integer entries. The characteristic equation of A is the equation det(.4 — X-I) — 0. The 
characteristic polynomial is said to be monic, since the coefficient of A® is ( — 1)^ = ±1; 
therefore, the characteristic equation can be written as 
A'= t 
k — 1  
where ci,..., € 2.  One of the most important results in matrix theory is the Cayley-
Hamilton Theorem, which states that a matrix satisfies its own characteristic equation. 
We use it to analyze the pumping behavior of a counting finite-state automaton. 
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Theorem 5.1. Let M = (Ç, J, F) be an NFA with state set Q = 
and let w, x, z 6 S*. There exist aj,..., Ç Z such that for every n G VV, 
z )  = X] z ) .  
fc=l 
Proof. Let e, vl"", / be defined as in section 4, and let * • • • * , where 
X = <7i ... (7|g.|. We define yl"' and A~ similarly. As discussed before, the characteristic 
equation of A'^ can be written as 
A ' =  A ' - \  
k=l 
where aj,,.., 6 -2. By the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem, 
fc=i 
By this observation and J emma 4.1, we have for 1 < i < s and n G .V, 
= (vi"' * * fx 
= (A"" * A'" * * A '  *  f ) i  
= É -K _ 
= ( X] Ofc • * A~ * 
= È at . . A 
k—1 
= at -
k=i 
z) = X] 
Qiei 
= E ( E «A-
?,e/ A'=i 
= E «A- • ( E 
fc=i 5je/ 
= È cjb -#M(wz"+'-*=). I 
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Stearns and Hunt [17] showed that the number of accepting computations over all 
inputs of a given length—considered as a function of the length—satisfies a homoi^e-
neous linear recurrence equation of finite degree having rational coefficients. The tech­
nique of Theorem 5.1 cen be used to strengthen and simplify the proof of their result, 
obtaining integer coefficients and a recurrence equation which is satisfied regardless 
of which state is considered to be the start state, by applying the Cayley-Hamilton 
Theorem with the matrix A = ^ . 
<r€S 
6. Summary and Open Questions 
We summarize some of the results contained heretofore, and ask open questions 
about improvements and extensions of our results. 
In §3, we showed that range(#NFA) includes range(#DFT)—the ranges of deter­
ministic finite-state transducers. It follows from the Generalized Sequential Machine 
results of Ginsburg and Greibach [6] that the latter is the class of all regular languages 
comprised of binary strings without leading zeroes. Is the class of all context-free lan­
guages comprised of binary strings without leading zeroes included in range(#NFA)? 
In ?4. we showed that the range of a counting NFA M is in NSPACE( n ). How tight 
is this upper bound? Respecting the fact that the composite numbers are the range of 
a counting NFA, is there a subclass of NSPACE(n) which contains range(#NFA)? Are 
there ranges of counting NFAs which are complete for NSPACE(ra)? NP? some other 
time- or space-bounded complexity class? 
In §5, we showed that for a fixed input string, the number of accepting comput­
ations—considered as a function of the number of times a fixed substring of the input 
is pumped—satisfies a homogeneous linear recurrence equation of finite degree having 
integer coeificients. Does this lead to a simple pumping lemma which can be used to 
show that a function is not in #NFA or a language is not in range(#NFA)? Which 
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arbitrary functions satisfying linear recurrences as in Theorem 5.1 are computed by 
counting NFAs? That is, can we precisely characterize #NFA as a class of functions 
satisfying a restricted class of recurrence equations? 
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